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ABSTRACT
Foltz, David A., M.Sc., University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, August, 1998, The
Informational Content of Dividend Announcements and Earnings Forecasts in Canada.

Supervisor: Dr. Said Elfakhani

Corporate dividends have been the subject of a great deal of research. Most of
the past work on dividends has focused on the effect of the dividend policies in American
markets with Canadian markets receiving little attention. Regardless of the outcome of
past research, one thing that is certain is that dividends are considered costly to both
firms and shareholders. Firms may have to forego positive net present value projects in
order to pay dividends. At the same time, shareholders are required to pay taxes upon
receiving them. Thus, several theories have been developed to explain why dividends are
paid. In addition, empirical studies have been conducted to determine the effects that
dividends have on share prices around dividend announcements as well as their link to
taxes around the ex-dividend date.
One theory that explains why dividends are paid and is the subject of much
interest is dividend signaling. Signaling is defined as an attempt by management to reveal
valuable information to the markets in order to reduce the prevailing information
asymmetry. The postulation is that dividend signals assist the market in resolving some
of the uncertainty regarding the future profitability of the firm.
Early dividend signaling theory focused on dividends as a single event that signals
future investment opportunities to market participants.
11

In recent years, dividend

signaling theory has progressed to include at least two stages of inter-related events. In
other words, dividend signals are interpreted as part of a series of other relevant events.
In this thesis this signaling scenario is tested using dividend announcements that are
preceded by the release of analysts' earnings forecasts. This process sheds more light on
the informational content of dividend signals.
This study has two main goals. The first goal is to investigate the role that
dividend announcements play in Canadian markets given the prior release of analysts'
earnings forecasts.

The second goal is to test the reliability of dividend signals in

predicting future changes in earnings by examining the link between the dividend signal
and subsequent earnings performance.
The first goal is achieved by integrating a methodology developed by Best and
Zang ( 1993) to determine the level of uncertainty prior to the release of dividend signals
and a procedure designed by Elfakhani (1993) to define the role of these signals. The
sampled dividend announcement events are classified first into three portfolios .by the
sign of the quarterly dividend change (i.e., increase, decrease, or no change). Each
portfolio is categorized further according to the sign of the change in the earnings
forecasts made by specialized financial analysts prior to dividend announcements (i.e., an
upgrade, a downgrade or flat).

These two steps divide the sample of dividend

announcement events into nine portfolios (i.e., a matrix of three dividend changes by
three earnings forecast changes).

Each of these nine portfolios is then classified

according to the level of information uncertainty prevailing in the market (i.e., high or
low).

Information uncertainty is proxied by the historical level of accuracy in the

analysts' earnings forecasts (known as the prediction error). In the end, the sample is
111

sub-divided into eighteen portfolios based on the sign of the dividend change, the
direction of the analysts' earnings forecast change ~d the level of market uncertainty. 1
Following Elfakhani (1993 and 1995), the dividend announcement event in each
of the eighteen portfolios is assigned one of three possible dividend signaling roles
(confirmatory, clarificatory or unclear) and one of three possible news directions (good,
bad or flat). Both the dividend role and the news direction take into consideration the
sign of dividend change, the sign of change in earnings forecasts, and the level of
uncertainty in the market.

A confirmatory dividend signal validates the information

direction that has already been conveyed by the previously released analysts' forecast
(i.e., potentially good, potentially bad or flat). The confirmation is needed because of the
uncertainty that exists regarding the future of the firm particularly in a world of
asymmetric information. A clarificatory dividend signal resolves any ambiguity resulting
from the analysts' forecast. An unclear dividend signal leaves the market in a state of
confusion regarding the future of the firm. Of course, it is expected that the dividend
signaling role has an important part in determining the value of the signal to the market.
The contention is that a clarificatory signal will be of greatest value and will elicit the
strongest market reaction. Fallowing clarificatory signals in order of proposed value are
confirmatory and then unclear signals.
The reaction of the market to dividend announcements is examined across these
18 separate portfolios (only 15 contain data). The results show that the reaction of the
market to dividend announcement events is consistent with the proposed role of the
dividend signal and the news direction. The tests confirm that, of the three signals, the

1

In actuality, only fifteen of these portfolios have observations.
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strongest is the clarificatory signal. This is consistent with both the signaling theory
proposed in this thesis and the results of recent American research by Elfakhani (1993
and 1995).

The results also indicate that the market appears to assimilate the

information revealed through the clarificatory signals more efficiently than with the other
two roles. Further, the results from these tests indicate that, consistent with recent
American evidence (Elfakhani, 1993 and 1995), dividend increases are not always
associated with positive market reactions.

Therefore, it can be concluded that the

market does rely on the role that the dividend announcement plays.
Tests were also performed on the data classified only by either the sign of the
dividend change, the direction of the analysts' earnings forecast and the level of
uncertainty. Based on these results, it appears that dividend signals categorized only by
the sign of the dividend change do provide signaling power.

Statistically significant

positive (negative) market responses are generated at the time of the announced dividend
increase (decrease).

These particular tests also indicate that, unlike the evidence

presented by Elfakhani (1993 and 1995}, dividend decreases are more informative (i.e.,
they draw a stronger market reaction) than dividend increases. In this sense, Canadian
evidence regarding dividend decreases appears to differ from American evidence.
The second goal is to determine the relationship that exists between dividend
announcements and subsequent earnings. Following Manakyan and Carroll (1990), the
tests here involve a comparison of the earnings surprise metric to the level of earnings
that is implied in the dividend signal. The results indicate that future earnings
performance is generally consistent with the intention of the dividend signal· (e.g., if the
dividend signal predicts strong performance then future earnings rise to .confirm the
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prediction).

These results are consistent with recent American based studies on the

subject such as Manakyan and Carroll (1990), Aharony and Dotan (1994) and Carroll
(1995).
This thesis makes some significant contributions to the field of research into
dividend behavior. Evidence is presented on the reaction of the market to dividend
announcements in Canada in a manner never before reported.

For the first time in

Canadian dividend research, the focus is on the dividend announcement date and its
effect on the markets. To the knowledge of this author, the prior Canadian based studies
have focused only on the stock behavior around the ex-dividend date or the dividend
announcement month. In this sense, this study fills the Canadian void in the existing
body of literature. Further, the methodology utilized in this thesis is also unique in that it
provides a framework for a two stage dividend signaling model that utilizes financial
analyst's earnings forecast information following dividend events. This study also looks
into the reliability of the dividend signal in a manner never before attempted. Previously
when looking at the relationship between dividend signals and the level of subsequent
earnings performance, researchers assumed that a dividend increase (decrease) was good
(bad) news and the market should react accordingly. The current study looks beyond
this good news I bad news generalization and accepts the possibility that dividend
increases (decreases) could signal bad (good) news.
The contributions of this study stretch beyond the uniqueness of the testing
procedures. The use of the Canadian database presents its own significant contributions.
The Canadian and American markets are very different. Individual tax situations differ as
do the make-up of the equities markets (Canadian markets are thinly traded and are
V1

largely made up of small firms while American markets are the opposite). Furthermore,
while Canada is a resource based economy, the United States economy is influenced
more by industrial firms.

Given this separation between the two markets, it is also

possible to replicate this study's methodologies using American data as well.
This study and the results generated herein provide practical, everyday value to a
variety of individuals. Investors will be able to utilize the results in order to better
understand how to interpret earnings forecasts and dividend changes.

By the same

token, firm management will be better equipped to influence the opinion of the market
and understand how it is likely to react to a given dividend event. In addition to these
groups, professional investors (e.g., financial analysts, portfolio managers and
institutional investors) will be able to use the results of this thesis to obtain a better
understanding of the motives of management regarding its dividend practices and
formulate their portfolios and strategies accordingly.
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CHAPTER ONE - INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose of Study
The issue of whether dividends really have any bearing on the markets was first

formally addressed by Modigliani and Miller in 1961 who concluded that dividends are
truly irrelevant to all market participants: Since this time, many have pondered why
dividends exist in our financial markets. Numerous theories (namely tlie agency theory,
the tax clientele theory, the residual theory, and the signaling theory) have been
developed to answer this question as well as many other questions posed by dividend
researchers. This study is aimed at investigating the informational content of dividend
signals as the answer to why dividends are paid. Specifically, it examines the role that
dividend signals play in providing a means to better understand why these signals exist
and how they effect the behavior of the Canadian equity markets. The conjecture is that
informational asymmetry exists in the marketplace as management and shareholders do
not share the same information. Therefore, the markets will always be uncertain of the
true future of the firm. The level of the market uncertainty is based upon firm specific
variables and changes for the same firm over time as well as differs among firms.
This study has two main goals. The first is to examine the signaling role that
dividends play given the prior release of analysts' earnings forecasts. This is a test of the
informational content of dividends. The conjecture is that prior information releases
provide an indication of the state of the firm and whether the future prospects of the firm
are known with certainty.

In this context, dividend signals are more valuable when
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uncertainty dominates market sentiments. Of course, in a state of greater certainty there
is a diminished need for signaling (using dividend signals or other types of signals). The
second goal is to test the reliability of these dividend signals in predicting the future
performance of the firm.

The methodology examines whether dividend signals are

followed by the appropriate earnings performance.
Both of the above stated goals focus exclusively on the Canadian marketplace.
In this context it is the first test of its kind. It is also one of a limited number of Canadian
studies on the subject of dividends. Once the necessary data filters are performed, the
data are reduced to observations that run from April22, 1986 through October 30, 1995.
The starting date of the sample is dictated by the availability of analysts' earrungs
forecast data.
The first goal is achieved through an amalgamation of methodologies developed
by Elfakhani (1993 and 1995) and Best and Zang (1993). In Elfakhani (1993 and 1995),
the market's reaction to the dividend announcement is examined in connection with
balance sheet data that are released prior to the dividend announcement. The process
involves forming portfolios based upon the cross-sectionalization of American data
according to both individual balance sheet item changes and the direction of the dividend
change.

Using a mean-adjusted return approach, the abnormal returns surrounding

dividend ·announcements are examined for each portfolio. His proposition is that the
dividend release plays one of three roles in signaling information to the market:
clarificatory, confirmatory, or unclear. In this thesis, the dividend signaling role is tested
using the announcement of analysts' earnings forecasts (instead of balance sheet data)
followed by the announcement of dividends.

2

Best and Zang ( 1993) examine the informational content of bank loan agreements
in light of both historical analysts' forecast prediction errors and previously released
analysts' forecasts. Their methodology entails a cross-sectionalization of American data
by the level of analysts' forecast prediction error, the direction of the analysts' forecast
change and the type of the bank loan agreement.

Then, using the market ·model,

abnormal returns surrounding the release of bank loan agreements are measured and
analyzed.
Similar to Best and Zang (1993), the procedure in this thesis uses the analysts'
forecast prediction error and the direction of the analysts' forecast change to group the
sample according to the level of prediction error (high or low) and the sign of the
forecast change (increase, decrease or flat). Next, each group is further sub-divided by
the sign of the dividend change to study dividend signaling. Then, this adaptation of
Best and Zang's (1993) methodology is integrated with the approach ofElfakhani (1993
and 1995) as described earlier in order to evaluate dividend signals according to the
proposed role that they play in the signaling process (i.e., clarify, confirm or unclear).
Using these cross-sections, stock price reaction to the dividend announcement is
examined and tested for any abnormality. The theory is that analysts' earnings forecasts
provide an indication of the future prospects for the subject firm.

Given this initial

release, the subsequent dividend announcement is analyzed to determine the role that it
plays in altering or confirming the pre-existing state of information (i.e., good news or
bad news).
The second goal is one that has not been addressed frequently in the dividend
literature. It is achieved through a test that was developed by Manakyan and Carroll
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(1990).

This procedure calculates a variable thFtt represents the near term earnings

surprise and evaluates these surprises over the database cross-sections.

The test

statistics indicate whether the dividend signals are followed by changes in earnings that
are in a direction and magnitude that is consistent with the dividend signal.
Having outlined the general goals of this study, it is appropriate now to examine
dividend policies in Canadian markets, how dividends are taxed in Canada, and reasons
for paying dividends. In addition, a brief description of how dividend signals are used in
practice, motivation for the study, and objectives and scope of study are presented in the
following sections.

1.2

Dividend Policies

There are a number of things that firms can do with the funds generated from
ongoing operations.

For example, firms can reinvest their accumulated earnings in

positive net present value projects.

These investments are expected to generate

additional future earnings for the firm and result in increased share values. This behavior
can benefit marginal investors through the potential for capital gains.

Alternatively,

funds can be used to pay down outstanding debt balances or be applied to repurchase
common shares.
Firms can also decide to distribute their earnings directly to shareholders. One
very common means of distribution is a dividend payment. In current corporate practice,
firms routinely announce a number of different types of dividends. The most common
type is regular cash dividends. For instance, Ackert and Smith (1993) illustrate that
regular cash dividends have been the most significant component of all cash repaid to
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shareholders during the majority of each of the 40 years ending in 1990.

This

observation is made using Toronto Stock Exchange (TSE) data and demonstrates the
importance that the market participants place on dividends.
In addition to regular cash dividends, firms often issue specially designated
dividends (SDDs).

This type of dividend is frequently labeled by management as a

'special', 'extra' or 'year-end' dividend. As it is issued to shareholders on a non-regular
basis, the SDD is considered to be a temporary increase in the payout of the firm
compared to a permanent increase in the regular payout policy. There are many reasons
for the issuance of a SDD. It may be an attempt by the firm that is the target of a hostile
takeover to transfer wealth to shareholders or reduce its liquidity, thereby rendering it
less attractive to the prospective acquirer.

Alternatively, management may have a

temporary influx of capital from such sources as asset sales or extraordinary revenues
that can be distributed. The key here is that the cause of the SDD is temporary and
should be viewed accordingly by the market. In contrast, some companies issue SDD's
on a regular basis. In this case the cause may not be temporary but may, in fact, be a
factor of the stated dividend payout policy. Yet, because the market anticipates SDD's,
stock prices are expected to adjust for their existence in advance. In other words, they
are not considered as a surprise news event by investors.
Another variety of dividend policy is the stock dividend. A stock dividend is a
distribution of shares of the firm to existing shareholders. Stock dividends have the
effect of reducing the retained earnings account and increasing the common stock
account of the firm by equivalent values. At the same time stock dividends also increase
the number of shares that a company has outstanding. The proportion held by each
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investor, however, is not altered. Thus, in theory, stock dividends do not add relative
wealth to investors and do not alter the overall capital of the firm. This, however, does
not preclude these events from holding signaling value. In fact, the signaling theory as it
is utilized in this study assumes that stock dividends have the same signaling value as
regular cash dividends particularly when the two are released simultaneously.
If stock dividend distributions are pure accounting changes with little cost or
benefit, then it is reasonable to ask why companies use them. One explanation is the
price correction hypothesis. According to this hypothesis, management may observe,
over time, that the stock price has risen higher than it would normally desire. In order to
realign the price, the firm can issue a stock dividend in an attempt to reduce the share
price to within the targeted range. Stock dividends may be effective in this instance
because their dilutive effect may cause a decrease in the share price.

Another

explanation is related to the retained earnings account. In the face of certain bond
covenants or legal restrictions, firms may be motivated to alter the retained earnings
value on the balance sheet. As stated above, a stock dividend will achieve this goal. The
attention hypothesis offers a third possible explanation. Under this hypothesis the firm
issues stock dividends in order to attract attention to the. company as such actions may
lead the market to reassess the future cash flows of the firm. Therefore, there are viable
reasons behind the use of stock dividends. The methodology utilized in this thesis does
not ignore stock dividends. While not sampled in the absence of regular cash dividends,
stock dividends that are announced concurrently with regular cash dividends are retained
within the sample.

6

No matter how the dividend is defined or, what form it takes, it is a prevalent
phenomenon.

Ackert and Smith {1993) illustrate that dividend distributions have

increased over the past four decades to a considerable sum. They report that in 1990,
the equivalent of approximately fifteen billion dollars were paid to Canadian shareholders
in the form of dividend distributions (i.e., all types of dividend distributions to
shareholders including regular cash dividends, specially designated dividends and stock
dividends). Of this total approximately ten billion dollars was in the form of regular cash
dividends. The volume of dividend payments makes it apparent that dividends are an
important and prevalent source of income for the Canadian economy. The number of
TSE firms paying dividends confirms this notion.

According to the Toronto Stock

Exchange Review (April 1986 issue), in April of 1986 (the first year of this study) there
were 982 companies listed on the TSE of which 484 (i.e., 49 percent) were dividendpaying companies. This proportion had not changed substantially by October of 1995
(Toronto Stock Exchange Review, October 1995) when, out of the 1,250 TSE listed
companies, 582 (i.e., 47 percent) were dividend-paying companies. Therefore, over the
time period tested in this study, almost half of all TSE listed companies were also
recorded as dividend-paying. Having shown their importance as a source of income to
investors it is imperative to understand the tax treatment of dividend payments and any
implications they may have on dividend policies in Canada.

1.2.1

Taxation of Investment Income

Throughout the past few decades Canadian investment income tax rules have
changed significantly. Until recently, the individual income tax rate on dividends was
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higher than the individual income tax rate on Gapital gains.

After 1994, dividends

became more favorably taxed in Canada. A tax differential in either direction may lead
an investor to prefer one form of income to the other in accordance with their personal
tax bracket and income preference. The firm, however, should be indifferent between
capital gains and dividends as neither is deductible for corporate tax purposes.
Therefore, corporate cash flows that generate dividend payments or further accumulation
in retained earnings are taxed in the same manner at the corporate level. It appears that
while there may be tax based preferences for individuals there should not be any for
firms.
Prior to 1972, capital gains were tax-exempt in Canada. Following the 1972
Canadian tax reforms, capital gains were taxed at a flat rate of fifty percent of the
individual's marginal tax rate. In 1985, a capital gains deduction was introduced with
the objective of encouraging Canadians to invest. The deduction was for up to five
hundred thousand dollars of capital gains in an individual's lifetime. Furthermore, the
capital gains incurred above this limit were taxable at seventy five percent of the
individual's marginal tax rate.

In 1988, tax reforms limited this general lifetime

deduction to one hundred thousand dollars per individual while maintaining the taxation
at seventy five percent of the marginal tax rate for any excess over the deduction. On
February 22, 1994, the one hundred thousand dollar lifetime capital gains deduction was
eliminated. As a result, Canadians who earn capital gains are currently taxed at 75
percent of the individuals' marginal tax rate with no prescribed tax deductions. The
1994 tax reform eliminated the ability to shelter capital gains directly through tax
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deductions. However, investors retain the ability ,to write capital gains off against any
capital losses incurred in the same year.
Dividends earned in Canada are also partially taxed under the current tax regime.
This is aimed at reducing the double taxation of dividends as dividends are paid out of
the after-tax income of the firm. Ever since 1949, Canada has allowed a dividend tax
credit that of some sort. Before the 1972 Canadian tax reforms, dividends were taxed at
twenty percent.

The 1972 tax reforms introduced a system where the amount of

dividend taxes payable was based upon a gross-up of the dividend as well as the
implementation of a dividend tax credit. After 1972, Canadian taxpayers reported 133
percent of the dividend earned as taxable income and applied a dividend tax credit equal
to twenty percent of the grossed up dividend. The reported dividend increased to 150
2

percent of the dividend amount in 1978 while the dividend tax credit increased to 22 h
percent. Nine years later (i.e., in 1987) there was a decrease in the reported dividend
amount to 133 percent of the dividend amount. The following tax year, in 1988, the
gross-up percentage was dropped to the current level of 125 percent of the dividend
earned and the dividend tax credit was reduced to 13 1/ 3 percent. The dividend gross-up
and credit system currently in use has the effect of reducing the federal and provincial tax
on an Ontario resident's dividend income, for example, to 35.92 percent from 53.19
percent. 2 Alternatively, for an Ontario investor, capital gains are taxed at a federal and

2

See Ernst & Young (1995).
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provincial combined rate of 39.89 percent.

Theyefore, since the 1994 Canadian tax

reforms that eliminated the tax relief on capital gains, dividends have exhibited a marginal
tax advantage versus capital gains. One possible implication for this dividend tax
advantage is that it may induce firms to pay more dividends in the future than otherwise.
Nevertheless, in the majority of the sample utilized in this thesis (1986-1993) capital
gains exhibit a tax advantage over dividends. What is even more important, however, is
that during the same period dividends continued to be paid. This emphasizes the value ·of
dividends to shareholders.
The American tax landscape is marginally different from that which is described
above. Prior to the 1986 American tax reforms, dividend income was tax disadvantaged
to capital gains. The American reforms, however, equalized the nominal tax rates on
dividends and capital gains, removing this dividend disadvantage. Therefore, there are
distinct tax differences between the Canadian and American markets. 3 The next section
shows that there are reasons for paying dividends beyond tax motivation.

1.3

Reasons for Paying Dividends
Section 1.2 reveals some interesting items regarding dividend payments. There is

evidence that throughout much of history dividends have exhibited a possible tax
disadvantages versus capital gains. However, dividends have been and continue to be a
prevalent part of the Canadian financial landscape. In spite of this latter fact, dividend

3

Differences in tax treatments between the two countries may be important to explain any difference
in results measured around the ex-dividend date. However, this thesis focuses on the signaling effect
around the dividend announcement date so the tax differential treatment would be irrelevant.
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policy has been theorized to be irrelevant to all market participants.

Miller and

Modigliani (1961) argue that under the assumption of perfect markets (where there is
free access to full information, no corporate or personal taxes, no transaction costs and
no agency costs) dividends act as a perfect substitute for capital gains and vise versa.
The perfect market assumption implies that there are perfectly elastic dividend demand
and supply curves, as depicted in Figure 1.1.

Under these conditions, it is easy to

understand why dividends could be construed as irrelevant. No matter what level of
dividend (Q) is paid to shareholders, the return generated by the firm remains unchanged
and share price is unaffected, other things being equal. Many other dividend theories
have been developed, the bulk of which followed Miller and Modigliani and were
developed by relaxing some of their assumptions.

r~---------------------------------------------- D,S

Q

Figure 1.1. Dividend demand (D) and supply (S) curves under the Miller and
Modigliani model.
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Suggesting something quite different than Miller and Modigliaru is the "bird-inthe-hand" hypothesis that was developed by Lintner (1956). It proposes that investors
prefer the certainty of dividends to the relative unknown nature of capital gains. There
has been no strict modeling of this hypothesis and no formal testing. In their work
described above, Miller and Modigliani's (1961) dismiss this theory.
The residual theory states that a firm will only pay dividends after financing its
investment needs.

Only then may any internally generated funds be used to pay

dividends (or be retained for future investment). According to this theory, if the cost of
issuing common shares is too high, then a firm will prefer to finance its investment from
retained earnings thus drying up the sources for dividend payments. Alternatively, lower
stock issuance costs may be associated with an increased likelihood of larger dividend
payouts since the firm can afford to finance investment through the issuance of common
stock.
There are other theories that point strongly towards the relevancy of dividends.
One such theory ties dividend payout ratios to tax differentials that exist between
dividend and capital gain income. 4 The tax clientele theory states that, due to the higher
marginal tax rate on dividends, investors in high tax brackets prefer low dividend yielding
securities.

Conversely, investors in low tax brackets prefer high dividend yielding

securities. Therefore, clienteles are formed for securities with differing dividend yields.
These clienteles may have a direct impact on the firm's payout policy and in some cases
generate a demand for dividends. Miller and Modigliani (1961) argue, however, that in

4

Dividends and capital gains have always been taxed at different levels in Canada. Until the 1986 tax
reforms this was the case in the United States as well.
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equilibrium different firms will satisfy different clienteles and, therefore, dividend policies
will have no net effect on the value of the firm.
The agency theory advocated by Ross ( 1977) points to the agency problem that
can exist between managers and shareholders. Shareholders may demand the payment of
dividends because dividends reduce the discretionary funds that are available to managers
for internal non-pecuniary benefits. Also, stockholders fear that retained earnings will be
wasted through frivolous management expenditures or poor investments. In the most
extreme case of shareholders' mistrust of management, shareholders will demand a 100
percent payout of retained earnings as dividends. According to this theory, shareholders
are willing to incur additional costs (i.e., potentially higher taxes on dividend income) in
order to quell their fears of wasted retained earnings.

In order to maintain the

confidence and loyalty of shareholders, firms supply the demanded dividend payments.
One of the strongest and most widely tested rationales for the existence of
dividends is the signaling theory first presented by Bhattacharya (1979). This theory is
based upon the realization that the information set known to the management of the firm
may not be the same information set that is known to investors. In other words, financial
markets are not perfectly efficient in that market prices do not always reflect all
information, especially that which is not publicly available.

Therefore, information

asymmetry exists between management and shareholders. If the proper incentives are in
place, then management may find it in its best interest to try to decrease this asymmetry.
However, there may still be the need to withhold some of its privileged, private
information from its competitors. For instance, if management knows that the future is
bright, then it may wish to reveal this information to the market through a press release
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or other direct means.

Such actions, however, ,may necessitate the release of some

private information. In addition, the market may consider that these direct releases are
cost free and, therefore, are not sufficient. A solution for management, in its attempt to
project the good news may be to send a signal (or signals) without completely revealing
all of the details regarding the private information that lead to its optimism.

It is

important that this signal must be costly to be credible. Dividend signals are one means
of delivering information in this manner as they are both costly and credible. Firms may
be forced to forego positive NPV projects in order to increase dividend payments or may
have to rely on more expensive debt or equity financing. As a result of the dividend
signal, management hopes that the market will realize the true potential for the firm.
This could result in an increase in the stock price, thereby increasing shareholder value.
It is also important when considering signaling theory to think about the

possibility of signaling false information to the market. Of course, there are moments
when management, in its attempts to influence the share price, is inclined to increase
dividends even though earnings prospects have not improved or are not expected to
improve.

However, the contention is that the market will discourage this activity.

Fallowing a false signal investors will no longer trust management and its ability to signal
again may be lost. Management may also lose a great deal of its personal professional
integrity. In addition, as described earlier, dividends are costly to the firm. It is for all of
these reasons that managers will be hesitant to ever falsely signal dividends. This is, in
fact, a necessary condition for the dividend signaling theory. The mechanism of this
signaling process is described next.
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1.4

A Two-Stage Dividend Signaling Scenario
Although the signaling argument has been tested and updated many times, the

majority of earlier signaling studies either ignored or held constant any contemporaneous
events. Other contemporaneous events such as earnings releases or the announcement of
analysts' earnings forecasts were assumed to be a non-factor. Recent empirical results
by Eddy and Seifert (1992), Beer (1993), Born and Rimbey (1993), Elfakhani (1993),
Aharony and Dotan (1994), Michaely, Thaler and Womack (1995), Mozes and
Rapacciolli (1995) and Udpa (1996) indicate that the reaction of shareholders to
dividend changes is indeed a function of other previously observed events.

As is

evidenced in these recent papers, the accepted signaling process involves at least two
stages of events where the information release prior to the dividend event is also
incorporated into the analysis.
In a two-stage signaling model, the initial non-dividend event is recognized as the
first stage in conveying relevant information. Therefore, it must be taken into account in
order to determine whether the dividend announcement made in the second signaling
stage actually conveys any information above and beyond this non-dividend event. For
example, if dividends are increased a month after several corporate investments are
written off, it is only logical to assume that the market will consider that event when
evaluating the information contained in the dividend increase. In this case the dividend
increase may be a temporary handout rather than a signal of future prosperity.
Alternatively, it may be a sign of improved profitability where losing projects have been
dropped. Therefore, one can see that contemporaneous events may interfere with the
signaling process. In light of such interference, an increase in dividends may not always
15

be a "good news" event if such an increase is not consistent with -the type of news
released earlier. Similarly, decreases in dividends may not always be "bad news" events
if they were necessitated by the need to reduce the costs of financing new positive net
present value projects.

A two-stage dividend signaling scenario recognizes that the

dividend signal may be meant to clear up some of the uncertainty prevailing in the market
prior to the dividend announcement date. Of course, the dividend may be acting alone,
but it is important to recognize the role that dividend change announcements can play in
light of other announcements.
Given this focus, a number of logical contemporaneous events come to mind such
as the release of accounting information or the release of analysts' earnings forecasts.
The latter is the focus of the methodology applied in this study. s In this context,
forecasts that are higher (lower) than previous forecasts provide an indication to the
market that the future of the firm may be better (worse) than previously understood.
Analysts are not the only source of earnings forecasts.

Earnings forecasts are also

released by management or calculated using time series models. However, empirical
studies by Cornell and Landsman (1989), Bartley and Cameron (1991), and Lobo (1992)
have shown the last two sources (i.e., management and time series models) to be less
accurate and, therefore, less valuable than forecasts provided by financial analysts.
Given the above discussion, the proposed two-stage model can be explained with
the help of a time line where analysts' earnings forecasts are released before dividends
are announced. Consider:
5

As dividends are paid out of earnings there is a logical tie between them. Numerous studies have
investigated this tie and found evidence in that direction (e.g., Healy and Palepu, 1988 and
Manakyan and Carroll, 1990).
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D

T

where:
tb

is the date of the last forecast of time-T earnings;

D

is the dividend announcement date; and,

T

is the date of the announcement of actual earnings for the period ending
after the dividend announcement day (D).

In the first stage of the model, information is released to the public through the
analysts' earnings forecast at time tb. These estimates are assumed to reflect the news
direction in the near future as expressed by an upgrade, downgrade or no significant
change from previous forecasts. In other words, an increase in earnings forecasts is
considered potential good news, a decrease is treated as potential bad news, while no
change offers net flat news. Based on these forecasts changes, the released forecast
information can be clear (case of positive or negative change) or unclear (case of no
change). Of course, the value of these forecasts is conditioned on their historic level of
accuracy. Therefore, at time tb the market is left with a specific interpretation of the
future of the firm (i.e. clear or unclear). This interpretation is based on the direction of
the analysts' earnings forecast change but is also conditioned by the pre-existing level of
uncertainty in the market.
~ifferently

The market will evaluate the forecast changes much

if it is already quite certain about the state of the firm than if it is quite

uncertain about the state of the firm.
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In the second stage, at time D, managers use their discretion to announce a
dividend payment that may differ from the dividend payment in the previous period. The
announced dividend may contradict or confirm the interpretation of the previously
released information.

This will be taken into consideration when investors use the

dividend announcement to assist them in re-evaluating the information portrayed in the
previously observed analyst's forecast, press release, media report or other relevant
sources. 6 Consistent with Elfakhani ( 1993 }, investors are seen as evaluating the signaling
mechanism based on: (a) the sign of the dividend change (positive or negative}, and (b)
the role of the dividend signal in light of financial analysts' forecasts released earlier
(clarificatory, confirmatory or unclear). While the sign of the dividend change provides
information with respect to the news direction as displayed by the strength of the market
reaction (positive or negative}, the role of the dividend signal can take many forms as
explained next.
Elfakhani (1993 and 1995) proposes that there are three roles for dividend
signals. Signals can confirm the good, bad or flat news (i.e., no new news) that was
released through the analysts' forecast. This confirmatory role also relates to the clarity
of the information contained in the analysts' forecast. In a world ofless uncertainty, the
dividend announcement is expected to confirm the same information that was

6

In this thesis the focus is on financial analysts' earnings forecasts because they are quantifiable and
they project expected performance of the finn.
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previously revealed in the analysts' forecasts, ,thus, leaving the -market relatively
informed. In such cases, dividend announcements are expected to be followed by a small
positive response when revealing good news and a small negative response when
revealing bad news. Alternatively, when the information revealed in earnings forecasts is
unclear, the dividend announcement can clarify the ambiguity in the state of information
about the firm. In this case, the unclear news that has characterized the recently revealed
analysts' forecasts becomes more clear through dividend announcements. The market
reaction to the clarificatory role of dividend announcements is expected to be stronger
than the market reaction to the confirmatory dividend role. It is also possible for the
information contained within a dividend announcement to fail to reduce the state of
uncertainty about the future of the firm.

Since unclear signals do not remove all

uncertainty and, therefore, have less explanatory power, they are expected to provoke a
lesser market reaction than both clarificatory and confirmatory signals. This contention
regarding the value of each of these three signaling roles is the subject of the testing
methodology contained in this thesis.

1.5

Motivation for the Study
The vast majority of studies in the area of dividends were performed using

American data.

Recent literature with a non-United States focus is very limited.

Examples of Canadian studies include those of Charest (1980), Lakonishok and
Vermaelen (1983), Booth and Johnston (1984), Morgan (1990), Ackert and Smith
(1993) and Athanassakos and Smith (1996). Beer (1993), on the other hand, studies the
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Brussels exchange.

This thesis will add to this limited body of work using a

methodology never before utilized in financial research.
This study extends the work ofElfakhani (1993 and 1995) on the role of dividend
signals and provides an expanded base on which further research can be performed using
Canadian data. The results of this study provide a needed update to the existing body of
dividend literature. This is especially true for the existing Canadian literature as there is
only one known Canadian study that extends its database into the 1990s (Ackert and
Smith, 1993).

This thesis presents the first look at the Canadian markets using the

dividend announcement date (instead of ex-dividend dates or the announcement month).

It is hoped that a wide array of individuals (investors, portfolio managers, and firm
management) will find this study useful and applicable to their everyday investing and
business activities. Finally, although the focus here is on Canadian stocks, it is also
possible to replicate this study using American markets as there are differences between
the two markets. This would make such an extension of this study quite novel and very
interesting.

1.6

Objectives and Scope of Study
Miller and Modigliani ( 1961) argue that dividends should be irrelevant to the

market. In spite of this, a large volume of empirical evidence documents stock market
reactions around dividend announcements. This implies that the dividend announcement
does play a role in the financial markets. Nonetheless, the issue of the dividend role has
not been given much attention. It is due to this lack of understanding that the first
objective is developed:
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(1)

To better understand the role, that dividends play in relaying
information to the market.

Chapter three describes in detail the reaction of the market to dividend
announcements in light of previously released earnings forecast information.

In this

context, dividend announcements play one of three possible roles in revealing
information to the market: confirmatory, clarificatory or unclear. These roles were first
tested by Elfakhani (1993 and 1995) using American data. His methodology was novel
to the area of dividend signaling research and focused on individual balance sheet items
versus the analysts' earnings forecasts utilized in this thesis.

Using Elfakhani's

methodology as a platform (as well as work by Best and Zang, 1993) this study
investigates whether the dividend role is as important in Canadian markets as it has been
shown to be in the United States. 7
This study also provides some additional insight into dividend characteristics and
behavior in Canada.

This is of importance as there has been little analysis on the

Canadian market when it comes to dividend policies and profiles. Such insights include
what types of firms in the sample pay dividends and the general distribution of dividend
increases and decreases. Insight is also provided into the characteristics of analysts'
earnings forecasts for Canadian firms.
A study of dividend signaling naturally raises the question of whether or not the
dividend signal can work. Comparing dividend changes to future changes in earnings
may provide an answer to this question.

This is formally reflected in the second

objective stated as follows:
7

The study period for this study differs from both of the studies performed by Elfakhani. Both of his
studies use data from January 1, 1976 through December 31, 1985 while this study utilizes data from
April 22, 1986 through October 30, 1995.
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(2)

To determine the relationship, between dividend signals and
subsequent earnings.

The methodology used to test this second objective follows that of Manakyan
and Carroll (1990). Fiscal year earnings are compared against the last earnings forecast
that was released before the date of the dividend announcement.

The difference

constitutes the earnings surprise. In this context, this procedure determines whether or
not earnings are consistent with the dividend signal and whether the earnings surprise is
of the correct direction and magnitude. Data from the period of April 22, 1986 to
October 30, 1995 inclusive are used to test both of the above stated objectives.
This thesis proceeds as follows.

Chapter two reviews the literature on the

dividend signaling hypothesis. Chapter three describes the methodology used to test for
the informational content of dividend signals.

Chapter four reports the various test

results and analyzes their implications. Chapter five concludes the thesis with a summary
of the results, implications for future research and limitations ofthis study.
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CHAPTER TWO- LITERATURE REVIEW
Of the many theories that have been proposed to explain the reaction of the
market to dividend policy, the dividend information content hypothesis gathers the
strongest support. 8 In fact, studies of the informational effect of dividends have. been a
prevalent part of dividend literature. Unlike Miller and Modigliani's (1961) conclusion
of dividend irrelevance, there is a generai understanding in financial circles today that
dividend policy does influence the market for corporate shares.

According to the

informational content of dividends hypothesis, in a world of asymmetric information,
dividend announcements signal the direction of private information (positive or negative)
to the market that investors can use to reassess the future prospects of the film.
Dividend policy has implications for a wide range of phenomenon from investor
psychology to market efficiency.

More recently, these effects have been studied in

conjunction with other information releases (e.g. Eddy and Seifert, 1992; Beer, 1993;
Born and Rimbey, 1993; Elfakhani, 1993; Aharony and Dotan, 1994; Michaely, Thaler
and Womack, 1995; Mozes and Rapacciolli, 1995 and Udpa 1996).

Such studies

suggest that the information content of dividends may be best characterized by more than
just the dividend announcement alone. Past literature in the area focuses primarily on
American markets as well as on a few other markets. Studying non-American markets is
important as rules and regulations are different, economies vary and investor culture may
be unique to each country.

8

A summary of the various theories on dividend relevance has been presented in the introduction.
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This chapter is organized as follows. First, ,the relationship betWeen earnings and
dividends is discussed within the context of dividend signaling theory.

Next, the

literature review looks at dividend signaling and the theoretical models that have been
developed in order to explain dividend signals. The empirical testing of these models is
then discussed. Also reviewed are numerous issues associated with dividend signaling
including the issue of contemporaneous information such as earnings forecasts, and the
two-stage signaling proposal. Finally, the role of the dividend signal is analyzed followed
by a discussion of the reliability of dividend signals and general Canadian evidence.

2.1

Relationship Between Dividends and Earnings
The residual theory discussed previously suggests that there is a link between the

dividend level of the firm and its past earnings.

The signaling theory contends that

dividends provide information regarding the level of future earnings.
conflicting theories exist.

Therefore,

Some empirical results concerning this relationship are as

controversial as the underlying theories.

While Watts (1973) and Gonedes (1978)

indicate that there is no causal relationship between dividends and subsequent earnings,
more recent studies by Manakyan and Carroll (1990) and Olson and McCann (1994)
present evidence to the contrary.
Direct tests of such relationships and, more importantly, on the direction of the
relationship (i.e., the causality) are not abundant. Those available utilize the well known
Granger Causality methodology (e.g., Manakyan and Carroll, 1990; Smith and
Tremayne, 1992; and Olson and McCann, 1994). The results of these tests are varied.
When looking at unexpected dividend changes, Manakyan and Carroll (1990) find that
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dividends represent a statistically weak predictor of earnings in subsequent quarters. A
stronger relationship (when looking at quarterly earnings data) is actually one of
simultaneity. Simultaneity refers to a relationship where the two variables studied are
found to have influence in causing each other. Using annual data, Smith and Tremayne
( 1992) develop a time-series dividend model, and find evidence of a simultaneous causal
relationship. Their study, along with most prior research, focuses on annual earnings
that occur in the year of the dividend signal.

This is believed to be an appropriate

practice as the effective forecast horizon of management is relatively short. Therefore,
dividend policy can only be interpreted a predictor of near-term performance. Healy and
Palepu (1988), who find that the dividend signal has its greatest impact in the year of the
signal, provide support for this conjecture. Thus, it appears that there is a significant
relationship between dividends and subsequent earnings.
Numerous tests also look at this relationship in an indirect manner. Ofer and
Siegel (1987) use analysts' forecasts as proxies for market expectations of future
earnings.

Rather than using Granger's causality tests, Ofer and Siegel examine the

power of equations that regress analysts' forecasts on unexpected dividend changes. The
tests indicate that analysts do revise their earnings forecasts following the announcement
of unexpected dividend changes.

This implies that there is an indirect relationship

between ·dividends and future earnings.

Aharony and Dotan ( 1994) also examine

unexpected earnings yields that follow the announcement of dividends.

Their study

regresses unexpected earnings yields on dividends. The results indicate that dividends do
convey information about future earnings. Although not supported statistically by any
separate tests, this study also indicates that the relationship does run from dividends to
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future earnings. Aharony and Dotan find that firms that increase (decrease) dividends
have realized, on average, greater (smaller) unexpected accounting earrungs tn
subsequent periods versus firms that did not change dividends at all.
It would appear that, through the use of both direct and indirect tests, a

relationship between dividends and future earnings may indeed exist.

There is also

empirical support that this relationship runs from dividends to future earnings more often
than from historical earnings to future dividends. Such empirical evidence is important
as the relationship between dividends and earnings is a cornerstone to the dividend
signaling theory proposed herein.

2.2

Dividend Signaling Equilibrium and Modeling
Dividend signaling theory has been scrutinized for over four decades. Yet, a

relatively limited volume of work has been done to model the dividend signaling process.
The issue was first formally addressed by Lintner (1956) who finds that management's
dividend decisions are driven by changes in permanent or long run earnings, rather than
current earnings. The next detailed study was the famous paper by Miller and Modigliani
in 1961. In their seminal paper the pair write, "Investors are likely to (and have good
reason to) interpret a change in the dividend rate as a change in management's views of
future profit prospects for the firm" (1961, p.430). It is interesting that their paper also
generated a dividend model that led to the conclusion that dividend policy was irrelevant
to all market participants.

Since then, a relatively limited base of research has been

published and it was not until 1979 that the current base of theory and modeling was put
in motion.
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Bhattacharya (1979) modeled the scenario where cash dividends function as a
signal of expected firm cash flows in an imperfect information setting (i.e., signaling one
attribute - investment prosperity).

His model ignores contemporaneous information

releases such as earnings forecasts or press releases. It does, however, include a tax
differential between dividends and capital gains and assumes that dividends are a costly
event in that they are tax disadvantaged. When such costs are incorporated into financial
models the model is referred to as being dissipative. Bhattacharya's dissipative model
indicates that a signaling equilibrium is valid only if signaled expectations are fulfilled.
This is to say that a false signal on behalf of management effectively voids the possibility
that equilibrium exists.

Bhattacharya qualifies this implication by implying that the

potential for false signals is eliminated by arbitrage activities in the market. Therefore,
the equilibrium possibility under dissipative conditions can exist and dividend signals are
shown to be efficient.
This single attribute signaling model is extended to the case of non-dissipative
dividends (i.e., when no tax differential exists) by a follow-up study also conducted by
Bhattacharya (1980). This extension is accomplished through the adaptation of a nondissipative labor market signaling equilibrium model. An important feature of this model
is its ability to model in an inter-temporal setting. The model is based on three or more
periods versus the single time period used in his 1979 study. This work indicates that a
dividend signaling model is rational as a predictor of future earnings prospects. These
two models as well as the work by Miller and Modigliani in 1961 set in motion the
current body of dividend signaling work and provided a platform based upon which many
recent studies have been built.
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Single attribute signaling models (i.e., signaling investment prosperity in the
future) were developed and tested by Kalay (1980), Feldstein and Green (1983), John
and Williams (1985) and Kumar (1988). Of these studies, Kalay (1980) shows that a
reluctance to cut dividends is a necessary condition for a dividend signaling equilibrium
to hold. He contends that dividends must hold some degree of perceived power in the
eyes of the market. This idea is questioned by Senbet (1980) who indicates that there
appears to be problems with the empirical tests that Kalay utilized. However, neither
theoretical nor empirical evidence to support such perceived problems was presented.
Support for a reluctance to cut dividends, however, does come from a tertiary analysis of
a number of data sets utilized by various researchers. Using a sample of 149 American
industrial firms, Aharony and Swary (1980) show that 87 percent of all dividend events
were flat dividends. More recently, in the data sample utilized by Kao and Wu (1994),
dividend payments on average stay the same for a period of more than a year. Thus, it
appears that Kalay' s contention that a reluctance to cut is a necessity is supported
empirically.
Another single attribute model was developed by Feldstein and Green in 1983.
They adapt existing supply-demand theory to the dividend signaling equilibrium issue in
developing an alternative equilibrium model.

While their model has not yet been

supported empirically, it indicates that conflicting shareholder preferences in different tax
brackets cause all firms to pay dividends. More importantly, it provides yet another
means of modeling the dividend signaling equilibrium.
The above body of work focuses only on a single attribute (future investment
prosperity signaled by current dividends) and ignores the possibility of other influential
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information. The first to model dividends along

~with

other information sources were

Miller and Rock (1985) in a highly regarded study that looks at both dividends and
corporate earnings.

As in Bhattacharya (1980), Miller and Rock constructed an

asymmetric information model of dividend signaling that was based upon previous labor
market models. The bulk of their model was based on the conjecture that dividends do
not act alone in relaying information to the market. Miller and Rock show that dividends
act as the "missing link" in the corporate uses and sources equation.
Other models have shown that signals given through the release of
contemporaneous information are a vital part of the signaling scenario.

Dividend

signaling has been modeled in tandem with stock repurchases (e.g., Ofer and Thakor,
1987), investments (e.g., Ambarish, John and Williams, 1987), net new stock issues
(e.g., Ambarish, John and Williams, 1987), debt service obligations (e.g., Ravid and
Sarig, 1991), and financial information (e.g., Elfakhani, 1993 and 1995). This body of
theoretical work makes it clear that the dividend signaling model is influenced by a
variety of factors that must be taken into account.

2.2.1

Variations of Dividend Signaling Models

Since the initial work on multiple signaling in 198 5, a number of innovative twists
have been applied to dividend theory. Marsh and Merton (1987) develop a model of
dividend behavior. They show that aggregate dividends exhibit a systematic time-series
behavior that can be described very well through the utilization of an error-correction
model in which aggregate dividends are driven by lagged stock price changes. Their
dividend signaling model, however, was not tested empirically.
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Another innovation was the inclusion by Rodriguez (1992) of the notion of the
quality of the firm in the signaling model. Previous work by John and Williams (1985)
had addressed the idea of quality, but the quality variable had yet to be modeled and
tested.

More, John and Lang (1991) introduce another variable, insider trading

information, as an endogenous variable in their signaling model.

They contend that

insider trading immediately prior to the announcement of dividend initiations has
significant explanatory power. Kao and Wu (1994) apply yet another new modeling
approach to the dividend puzzle (as labeled by Black, 1976). Due to imperfections in the
empirical testing process, they build a model that is based on the "generalized friction"
approach.

Such an approach is said to eliminate the tendency for dividends to be

"sticky". The term sticky refers to the observation that dividends do not change much
from one quarter to another and ties back to the reluctance to cutting dividends that
Kalay (1980) deems vital in an equilibrium setting. While these recent theoretical studies
brought certain innovations to light, this thesis has been influenced greatly by another
innovative study.

In 1993, Said Elfakhani formally developed a two-stage signaling

model into a testable methodology. He concludes that the dividend announcement event
should be examined closely in relation to accompanying information releases.
In brief, this body of theoretical work has shown that developing a dividend
signaling equilibrium is possible under a variety of scenarios.

It also indicates that

factors, in addition to the dividend itself, may influence the equilibrium position. These
models have been tested empirically as reported in the next section.
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2.3

Empirical Tests of Dividend Signaling
The vast majority of empirical work on dividend signaling theory utilizes the

classic event study methodology.

The event study methodology involves comparing

share returns around dividend announcements to returns during a non-event control
period. Many studies have used this approach including those of Pettit (1972), Aharony
and Swary (1980), Asquith and Mullins (1983), Kalay and Loewenstein (1985 and
1986), Ghosh and Woolridge (1988), Bajaj and Vijh (1990), Wansley, Sirmans, Shilling
and Lee (1991), Eddy and Seifert (1992), Filbeck and Mullineaux (1993), Athanassakos
and Smith (1996) and Siddiqi (1997). The analysis indicates that abnormal stock returns
are generally observed during the period surrounding the dividend announcement date.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the market reacts to the information contained within
the dividend announcement. Past literature is strongly entrenched in the idea that these
abnormal stock returns are positively correlated with the sign of the dividend change.
This led to a good news I bad news generalization. The majority of the literature falls
into this practice where all dividend increases (decreases) are shown as good (bad) news
and are expected to elicit positive (negative) abnormal returns. This generalization has
been scrutinized in the new wave of two-stage signaling studies that are discussed in
more detail below. Studies by John and Lang (1991), Beer (1993) and Elfakhani (1993)
indicate that such a generalization may not be completely accurate.

2.3.1

Types of Dividend Changes

It should be noted here that some empirical signaling studies look only at extreme

cases of dividend change announcements. It has been theorized that only significant
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dividend changes are relevant. Therefore, some studies focus only on dividend initiations
or omissions or dividend cuts; the most extreme types of changes. Asquith and Mullins
( 1983) focus only on initiations that they hypothesize will convey more information to
the market. The test results indicate that dividend initiations convey positive information
to the market.

However, with respect to the information being more valuable than

comparable dividend changes (non-initiations), the results appear to be biased by the
large size of initiations versus comparable dividend changes. It was, therefore, difficult
for Asquith and Mullins to determine whether initiations are more valuable. In another
similar study, Ghosh and Woolridge (1988) study only dividend cuts and omissions.
Such events are hypothesized to be more informationally important due to the reluctance
to cut dividends as discussed earlier. Ghosh and Woolridge find a negative reaction to
the studied events but the tests do not delve into the relative strength of these events
versus other dividend changes. It appears that unique dividend events such as dividend
cuts or omissions also generate market responses.

Whether or not they are more

powerful than non-unique cases remains uncertain.

2.3.2

Testing Methodologies

The event study methodology is not the only accepted methodology when it
comes to testing the viability of dividend signals. Trading rules methodologies have been
used a number oftimes (e.g., Michaely, Thaler and Womack, 1995; Patell and Wolfson,
1984; and Charest, 1980).

Tests using trading rules involve the creation of stock

portfolios that are systematically bought and sold on specific dates.

Of particular

significance to this study is the fact that Charest's (1980) tests are based on Canadian
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(TSE) data.

Although the results are not considered robust, they do indicate that

information is conveyed on the TSE through dividend announcements. Overall, trading
rules tests have confirmed the general results of conventional event study based tests.
Dielman and Oppenheimer (1984) utilize yet another alternative methodology
called the random coefficient regression (RCR) method.

The RCR methodology

provides estimates of average abnormal returns around event dates in the same manner
as the standard residual analysis used in traditional event studies. However, the RCR
methodology has been viewed as more powerful and more flexible than traditional
residual analysis. It is argued that this methodology allows for more efficient estimates
of sample parameters and reports whether the studied phenomenon effects all sampled
firms equally. The RCR test results ofDielman and Oppenheimer confirm that large and
significant abnormal returns exist around large dividend changes. However, they are not
able to prove that, in the case of dividend signaling, the RCR method performs any better
than traditional residual analysis. Subsequent work with the RCR method has not been
performed within the context of dividend signaling.
More recently, Jayaraman and Shastri (1993) utilize a methodology that
compares the reaction of the variance of stock prices to the level of stock prices. More
specifically, their study analyzes the behavior of stock return variances that are implied in
option prices during the time period surrounding dividend increases. Tests, once again,
confirm that the markets do react to dividend announcements (more specifically to
dividend increases in this case).

An interesting study that looks at the signaling hypothesis in a more distant
framework was prepared by Alii, Khan and Ramirez (1993). They utilize factor analysis
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to determine which of the four prevalent dividend theories (i.e., the agency theory, the
residual theory, the tax clientele theory and the signaling theory) has more power in
explaining observed abnormal stock returns around dividend announcements. Their study
indicates that the signaling theory is as valid as the other studied theories. In summary,
across the many testing methodologies, the results reported in the literature support the
validity of the dividend signaling theory.

2.3.3

Modeling of Dividend Expectations

The tests at hand are concerned with the effect of dividend changes (increase,
decrease or no change). Therefore, one must specify on what basis the change is to be
defined. This is to say, if the observed dividend level is $X per share, then to what do
we compare this level in order to determine if it represents an increase, a decrease or no
change at all. When it comes to signaling, the approach is to compare the announced
dividend to the level that was expected by the market. This, therefore, requires the
modeling of dividend expectations.
The vast majority of past tests have utilized a natve model of dividend
expectations for the purpose of this calculation. Examples include studies by Asquith and
Mullins {1983), Dielman and Oppenheimer (1984), Kalay and Loewenstein {1985 and
1986), Kane, Lee and Marcus {1984), Ghosh and Woolridge {1988), Eddy and Seifert
{1992), Filbeck and Mullineaux {1993) and Firth {1996). The naive model states that the
market expects that the dividends paid in the current period will be equal to the dividends
paid in the previous period. A dividend level that is not the same as the previously
declared level is considered a change.

This model holds its roots in the perceived
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reluctance to cut dividends as discussed above. Furthermore, management is reluctant to
increase dividends at all unless they are certain that they can maintain the higher level, as
unjustified increases will force future reductions.

Therefore, it is theorized that

management is reluctant to change dividends and, as the market realizes this fact,
shareholders do not expect changes. Empirical support can be seen in Aharony and
Dotan (1994).

They test the naive model against a model developed by Fama and

Babiak (1968) and find that the naive model is statistically superior. Although it has
been widely used and is supported by past empirical studies, the naive model is not
without its detractors.
Kwan ( 1981) questions the use of the naive model. Instead of utilizing it in his
tests, Kwan develops a statistical model of dividend expectations in which dividends are
regressed on past dividend observations. While the results of his tests indicate that the
regression model of dividend expectations performs just as well as the naive model, it
does not support its superiority above the naive model. Smith and Tremayne (1992) also
develop a regression model to explain dividend expectations. However, no attempt is
made to compare their model to the naive model nor is it tested in a dividend signaling
framework. It is tested against future realized dividends to see if the ·model holds any
predictive power. Beer (1993), on the other hand, does include a dividend expectation
regression model in her signaling study. While she also does not directly compare the
regression model to a naive specification, her results do indicate that dividend change
announcements elicit a market reaction in most cases. However, in some cases, the
reaction is weak and not statistically significant. There appears to be some evidence that
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regression models also hold some statistical power while there is no strong evidence
against the strength of the naive model.
It appears that the naive model is as powerful in estimating dividend expectations
as more complex regression models. This suggests that all dividend changes remain
unexpected by the market. For the purposes of this study, the naive model is utilized as
it has been widely used in the past and there is empirical support that it is a valid model.

2.3.4 Signaling with Contemporaneous Information
As mentioned previously, signaling has been studied at a level that looks beyond

the dividend announcement itself as the major factor in the signaling process. Markets
are dynamic by nature and there is a myriad of factors at work all at once. It is for this
reason that numerous signaling studies have looked at contemporaneous information
such as earnings announcements (e.g., Pettit, 1972; Aharony and Swary, 1980; Patell and
Wolfson, 1983; Kane, Lee and Marcus, 1984; Ghosh and Woolridge, 1988; Healy and
Palepu, 1988; Eddy and Seifert, 1992; Beer, 1993; Aharony and Dotan, 1994 and
Michaely, Thaler and Womack, 1995), the dividend payout ratio (e.g., Divecha and
Morse, 1983), insider trading (e.g., John and Lang, 1991), prior financing (e.g., Born
and Rimbey, 1993), and balance sheet data (e.g., Elfakhani, 1993 and 1995).
Earnings represent the most widely studied contemporaneous information.
Studies in this area utilize the classic event studies methodology with some
modifications. Early studies applied the event studies methodology after dividing the
data into a number of cross-sections that depend upon contemporaneous earnings data.
In the first study of this sort, Pettit (1972) accounts for the earnings release by classifying
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the data according to whether earnings are greater, or less than what the market expects.
The dividend signal is then analyzed based upon this cross-sectional earnings data.
Aharony and Swary {1980) follow a similar method. However, their data are classified
based upon whether earnings proceed or follow the dividend announcement. Some more
recent tests by Eddy and Seifert {1992), Beer (1993) and Michaely, Thaler and Womack
{1995) also utilize this cross-sectional based methodology.
Many recent tests have utilized a regression analysis in order to determine what
factors have explanatory power when it comes to the observed abnormal returns (e.g.,
Kane, Lee and Marcus, 1984; Ghosh and Woolridge, 1988; Healy and Palepu, 1988; and
Wansley, Sirmans, Shilling and Lee, 1991).

In these studies, the event study

methodology is utilized in order to extract the cumulative average abnormal returns
(CAR) that surround the dividend announcement event. The calculated CARs are then
regressed against a number of variables in order to determine which variables hold
significant explanatory power. In the first study to perform this type of analysis, Kane,
Lee and Marcus ( 1984) include in their regression model a number of dummy variables
that represent whether earnings and dividends increase or decrease versus calculated
expectations. Healy and Palepu {1988) also utilize earnings and dividend variables in
their regression equation. Both Ghosh and Woolridge {1988) and Wansley, Sirmans,
Shilling and Lee (1991) add more variables to their regression equations. Ghosh and
Woolridge {1988) add variables to account for firm size and beta while Wansley,
Sirmans, Shilling and Lee ( 1991) endogenize the variance of dividends and the timing of
the dividend announcement versus the earnings announcement. This timing variable is
also accounted for by Aharony and Swary {1980) as they classify their data set according
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to such timing. These tests justify the concept that other factors work in conjunction
with the dividend announcement in signaling information to the market.
In addition to these two broad categories of methodologies utilized to date, Patell
and Wolfson (1983) apply trading rules to determine the effects of both dividends and
earnings. Their study does not test the two effects together but, rather, compares them
separately. In looking at dividend effects, they eliminate observations where earnings are
also released.

Similarly, when looking at earnings they eliminate observations where

dividends are also released.

Portfolio returns are then calculated based upon strict

dividend or earnings related trading rules and compared to a benchmark portfolio in
order to determine if either factor has any statistical influence.

Since the Patell and

Wolfson study, the trading rules methodology has not been applied to the topic of
dividend signals
In brief, the above mentioned papers provide wide spread support for the
signaling theory where dividends are expected to convey information with respect to
future earnings potential. Even when other information releases are taken into account,
dividend signals appear to be a valid phenomenon. These studies also support the notion
that the release of corporate earnings information plays an important role in the signaling
equation. The information released by the corporate earnings declarations is viewed as
valuable by the market (e.g., Divecha and Morse, 1983) and is argued to be incremental
to the information released by the dividend announcement (e.g., Patell and Wolfson,
1983; and Michaely, Thaler and Womack, 1995). Conversely, it has been shown that
dividends convey information beyond that which is released by earnings announcements
(e.g., Aharony and Swary, 1980; Ghosh and Woolridge, 1988 and Healy and Palepu,
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1988). While these results seem contradictory on, the surface, they imply that dividend
signals must be analyzed as a link in a chain of other corporate events.
The insider trading and prior financing studies further emphasize the need to look
at contemporaneous information. John and Lang ( 1991) demonstrate that insider trading
activity before the dividend announcement effects how the market interprets the signal.
In their study, for example, a dividend initiation may not be a good news event if prior
insider trading is observed. This contradicts the conventional thought that a dividend
increase (decrease) is an indication of increased (decreased) future performance and
should elicit a higher (lower) share price. Corroborating this finding, Beer (1993) also
finds that this conventional thought may not hold in her study involving the Brussels
Stock Exchange. Elfakhani (1993 and 1995) also presents the same finding in his study
that is based on American data. An important theoretical advancement that has resulted
from the above work is the realization that an increase (decrease) in dividends may not
reflect positive (negative) information.
Testing in the realm of multiple signals was advanced significantly through two
studies written by Elfakhani (1993 and 1995).

His work adds contemporaneous

information events into a two-stage signaling model where the release of balance sheet
information is followed by the dividend announcement. This model, therefore, looks
more deeply into the manner in which dividend announcements provide information to
the markets.
For his tests, Elfakhani develops the notion of a dividend "role" which
characterizes the relationship between the dividend and previously released information.
In this aspect, dividends are held out to be not only carriers of new information but
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interpreters of information that is embodied in 0ther, earlier signals.

Dividends are

portrayed to confirm or clarify the prior information or, alternatively, to leave the
markets in an uncertain state. Such a characterization is novel in financial literature and
is a critical part of the methodology of this thesis. Elfakhani uses the same traditional
event study methodology but the procedure entails more in-depth cross sections of the
data. The cross sections involve the division of the sample according to the dividend
announcement roles.

The results of his tests confirm that prior information is very

important. It appears that dividend changes are used in conjunction with prior signals in
order to reveal information to the market. More interesting is the conclusion that not all
dividend increases represent good news. As discussed above, this finding concurs with
dividend studies performed by John and Lang (1991) and Beer (1993). In the case of
Elfakhani, however, this conclusion is extended in the revelation that the sign of the
dividend change (i.e., increase or decrease) is not the most vital piece of information
being released by the firm. More important is the type of information being released by
the dividend announcement in light of the prior balance sheet signal. This study breaks
open a whole new area of multiple signal research. It is from this standpoint that the
study contained herein is developed.

2.3.5 Timing of Information Events
When dealing with signals in conjunction with other information releases, the
Issue of timing comes forward.

Timing is determined by whether the dividend

announcement comes before, after or at the same time as the contemporaneous
information (earnings in the cases cited below).
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Timing is important as it has

implications with respect to the information that is being released to the market. Some
studies indicate that the most valuable information is conveyed when both items are
released together (e.g., Kane, Lee and Marcus, 1984 and Eddy and Seifert, 1992). There
has also been evidence which indicates that the most valuable signal occurs when
earmngs releases follow the dividend announcement (e.g., Michaely, Thaler and
Womack, 1995). This latter finding may be tainted due to the fact that the results are not
necessarily independent from other confounding events. Nevertheless, it appears that the
timing of dividends relative to earnings is important.
Other empirical tests point to a joint announcement as being the most statistically
valuable.

This may be somewhat misleading, however, as the definition of ')oint

announcement" has not been very strict. For instance, Eddy and Seifert (1992) consider
events that occur within two days of each other as joint events. Kane, Lee and Marcus
( 1984) are even more liberal as they extend this to ten days. Thus, depending on how

the joint effect is defined, dividends may proceed or follow earnings by a considerable
time period.

There is really no strict evidence that truly joined releases are more

valuable. Taking this conclusion into account, in this thesis the dates of the analysts'
earnings forecasts quoted in the first stage of signaling are clearly separated from
dividend announcements dates. This is done to isolate both events thereby avoiding any
confounded or noise effect.

2.4

Subsequent Performance of Dividend Signals
An important issue with regard to dividend signals is the reliability of these

signals. Reliability asks whether the performance of the firm following the dividend
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signal is consistent with the content and direction of that signal (i.e., positive, negative or
flat news). Does a firm whose dividend signal indicates improved future performance
actually experience improved financial performance? Most of the dividend literature
does not address this particular issue. Those who do address it do so assuming that
dividend increases (decreases) represent good (bad) news with respect to future
earnings. For example, Ofer and Siegel (1987) study the relationship between dividend
changes and subsequent financial performance through the examination of analysts'
forecasts before and after the dividend change announcement. Their study is one of the
first studies of its kind to go beyond the classical event studies methodology. The results
indicate that analysts do revise their earnings forecasts following an unexpected dividend
change. This revision is positively related to the size of the dividend change. Their
conclusion is that dividend changes are believed to be reliable signals of future earnings.
Similarly, Healy and Palepu (1988) find that firms that initiate or omit dividends have
significant increases and decreases, respectively, in earnings for at least one year
afterward.
Born, Moser and Officer (1988) also examine the changes in subsequent earnings
performance. They measure post signal performance of firms that change their dividends
following a period of stability. Using the classical event study methodology, they find
that there is an improvement in earnings for those firms that exhibit positive dividend
changes. However, there is no deterioration in earnings for those firms with negative
dividend changes.

Information conveyed through dividend increases in particular is

directly linked to subsequent improved earnings, thus supporting dividend signaling
reliability.
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Manakyan and Carroll (1990) look specifically at near term earrungs
performance. They compare the realized near-term earnings that follow. the dividend
change with the expected earnings during the same period where the earnings
expectations are formed prior to the dividend announcement. Manakyan and Carroll find
that both the direction and the size of the unexpected dividend change are consistent with
the direction and size of the unanticipated change in earnings.

This signifies the

reliability of dividend signals. Near term data are also utilized by Aharony and Dotan
( 1994) who study the unexpected earnings yield following dividend announcements as
well as Carroll (1995) who focuses on subsequent earnings volatility.

Both studies

support the conjecture that dividend changes are predictive of near term earnings
performance.
In brief, dividend signals are shown to be reliable as they are followed by the
"predicted" earnings performance. Again, this body of work fails to take into account
the fact that not all dividend increases (decreases) are necessarily an indication of
improved (lowered) earnings potential. Beyond this, however, the existing empirical
work does support the dividend signaling hypothesis. This study replicates Manakyan
and Carroll's (1990) test for Canadian data with few differences. It also includes testing
the reliability of no dividend change announcements in signaling stability in future
earnings and integrated the idea of dividend reliability with that of the dividend role.

2.5

Canadian Evidence on Dividend Signaling
As mentioned earlier, the vast majority of the studies discussed in earlier are

based upon American market data. It is, therefore, important to look at the Canadian
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literature to determine whether the results are 1 any different from their American
counterparts.
The dividend literature using Canadian markets is very limited and also quite
dated. Examples include Charest (1980), Morgan (1980), Lakonishok and Vermaelen
(1983), Booth and Johnston (1984) Ackert and Smith (1993) and Athanassakos and
Smith (1996). With two exceptions, all others were published in the 1980's. Only the
Ackert and Smith study utilizes data that reaches the 1990s and even then it only extends
to 1991. Even Athanassakos and Smith whose study was published in 1996 utilize data
that reaches 1988 (although their study focuses on stock dividend tax changes dating
back to the mid 1980s). It is obvious that additional studies on the Canadian markets are
required particularly in the area of dividends.
Although the focus of these studies is very diverse, some corroborating
conclusions can be drawn. Charest (1980), and Ackert and Smith (1993) both come to
the conclusion that the Canadian equity markets (the TSE to be more specific) are not
efficient with respect to cash dividend payments. Charest examines TSE data for stocks
trading at five dollars or more between February 1963 and January 1976. He studies the
returns generated by those stocks that experience a change in cash dividends. His sample
is made up of 530 increases and 158 decreases in cash dividends over the defined period.
The methodology focuses on the announcement of the dividend which is taken from the
Toronto Stock Exchange Daily Record. More specifically, he focuses on the month in
which the announcement date ·occurs. The sample indicates that November is the most
frequent announcement month with close to two times the number of dividend change
announcements (113 announcements in November versus a mean of 57.3 announcements
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per month). The methodology uses monthly data (instead of daily data) to calculate
monthly stock returns (which represent the average stock price posted during a given
month). The results of the study indicate that on the TSE from 1963 to 1976 systematic
trading of stocks that had changes in dividends results in abnormal returns.

This

represents some support for the informational content of dividend announcements as the
market appears to be reacting to events occurring in the month of the dividend
announcement.

However, using monthly data, Charest's test does not specifically

measure the reaction of the market to the announcement event itself More, monthly
returns could reflect other confounding events.
Ackert and Smith (1993) test the efficiency of the TSE over the period of
January, 1950 to February, 1991. Although the study is not a direct test of the dividend
signaling theory, its results with respect to market efficiency in light of dividend
payments have signaling implications. Their study is unique in that it incorporates a much
broader definition of dividends which includes share repurchases and takeover
distributions. The methodology focuses on the volatility of stock prices and, as with
Charest (1980), is performed utilizing monthly data. The volatility of stocks is analyzed
in conjunction with the announcement of cash flows to shareholders. Ackert and Smith
conclude that the market is not efficient when dividends are limited only to regular cash
dividends but may be efficient when dividends are defined with a more broad scope. The
inefficiency (i.e., the presence of abnormal returns) found with regular cash dividends,
however, provides support for the dividend signaling theory. It appears that the limited
number of past Canadian studies provide additional backing for the studies performed on
American data which generally support the informational content of dividends theory.
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The results of the test performed by Morg&n (1980) contradict the above results
at least for a sub-set of Canadian history. Morgan indicates that the 1972 tax reforms
had material effects on the demand pattern for dividends and capital gains in Canada.
Prior to 1972, capital gains earned by Canadian investors were not taxed at all. After
1972, a capital gains tax was introduced in Canada. All through this period, dividends
were taxed at a non-zero level. Morgan (1980) studies the period of February 1963 to
December 1977 on the TSE.

The methodology compares the returns on stocks to

dividend yields before and after the 1972 tax reforms. Results of the analysis of variance
tests indicate that dividends and capital gains are not perfect substitutes prior to the 1972
tax reforms. After the 1972 tax reform (which taxed both dividends and capital gains),
however, dividends and capital gains become perfect substitutes. Additional support for
this finding comes from Booth and Johnston (1984) in their study of the implied tax rates
in Canadian ex-dividend day stock price movements. Booth and Johnston's study the
ex-dividend day behavior of TSE stocks from 1970 to 1980.

Through a tertiary

comparison of ex-dividend day prices to the dividend per share, they conclude that
markets have a strong preference for capital gains income versus dividend income over
the period studied. It is important to note, however, that Booth and Johnston do not
control for the 1972 tax reforms even though the data set spans this event.
Lakonishok and Vermaelen ( 1983) also involve the 1972 Canadian tax reforms in
their study of the ex-dividend day behavior of Canadian stocks. Their study uses I ,326
ex-dividend events from the TSE over the years of 1971 and 1972. The ex-dividend day
stock price level following the sampled ex-dividend dates is analyzed. The empirical
results indicate that the ex-dividend date price drop-off is much smaller in Canada than it
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is in the United States.

Nevertheless, the price, drop-off on the TSE is statistically

significant. In addition, this price change is more pronounced in 1971 than it is in 1972.
Once again, following the 1972 reforms, dividends appear less relevant and generate a
less significant market response.
The empirical results for the pre-1972 tax reform period support the relevancy of
dividend payments in Canada as dividends and capital gains are not substitutable items.
On the other hand, the post-1972 tax reform time period provides some support for the
dividend irrelevance theory that was proposed by Miller and Modigliani (1961). This
latter evidence would appear to contradict the results of Charest (1980), and Ackert and
Smith (1993). It should be noted that Lakonishok and Vermaelen (1983) and Booth and
Johnston (1984) provide evidence that pertains to testing the tax effect around exdividend dates. Such tests do not concentrate on the information effect around dividend
announcement dates which is the main subject of this thesis.
Thus, we are left with the fact that the volume of studies outlined in this section
does not provide sufficient evidence on which to base a solid conclusion regarding the
Canadian markets, especially with regard to the dividend signaling hypothesis.

It is

important, therefore, to conduct additional dividend related studies using Canadian data
in order be able to reach a more definite quorum on the behavior of Canadian equity
markets. Chapter three outlines a new methodology to test the informational content of
dividend announcements.
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CHAPTER THREE-METHODOLOGY
The stated objectives of this thesis are: (1) to better understand the role that
dividends play in relaying information to the market in Canada, and (2) to determine the
relationship between dividend signals and subsequent earnings. This chapter describes
the methodology used to address these objectives and to generate some conclusions. In
this context, this study conducts two tests. First, two-stage signaling hypotheses are
tested using a variation of the traditional event study methodology. The specifics of this
methodology build on studies by Best and Zang (1993) and Elfakhani (1993 and 1995).
Second, signaling reliability is tested using a modified version ofManakyan and Carroll's
(1990) approach. These tests are applied to a sample of Canadian stocks to verify the
informational content of dividend signals.

3.1

Trading on Canadian Markets
This study focuses on Canadian markets, more specifically the Toronto Stock

Exchange (TSE). This thesis now takes the time to note some vital properties of the
Canadian and American markets.

Statistics published in mid 1980s and reviewed by

Booth and Johnson (1984) suggest that individual investors dominated Canadian equities
markets while institutions and professional traders tended to dominate American
markets. For example, of the total value traded on the TSE during the 15 years ended in
1984, 60 percent was attributable to individual investors and dealers not registered to the
exchange. On the NYSE the picture was quite the opposite with only 20 percent of total
value coming from this group of investors. When looking at total trading volume over
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the same period, individual investors were responsible for 81 percent of the TSE volume
but only 26 percent of the NYSE volume. Therefore, in 1984, on the NYSE it was more
likely that institutional investors and floor traders were determining share prices. In
Canadian markets it was more likely that this was being determined by ordinary
investors.

Although there have been no known studies to support this notion, it is

expected that this Canadian characteristic may have changed over the past thirteen years.
There has been a dramatic increase in the prevalence of mutual fund investing in Canada
since the early 1990s. Therefore, the influence of Canadian institutional investors on
price determination should now be more significant than in 1984. If this conjecture is
true, it would be evidence of a more rapid maturity of the American equity markets
versus the Canadian equity markets.
The 1984 statistics reflect the TSE's desire to remain a pure auction market. At
the time, the TSE market had no specialists and only few independent floor brokers. The
only exceptions were individuals called "Registered Traders" who were charged with
maintaining an orderly market within a group of stocks. These individuals remain a
factor in trading on the TSE.

"Registered Traders" were established through 1966

legislation that also restricted the freedom of floor brokers to trade on their own
account. The TSE differs greatly from its American counterparts in this regard as no
such individuals play an active role in the American equity markets. With respect to the
physical trading on the exchanges, in recent years the TSE has moved away from the
auction-type market and toward an electronic trading system. The long-term effect of
such a move remains to be seen. Nevertheless, the sample period in this study (1986 1995) has been entirely governed by the auction-type trading system. All of the above
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evidence indicates that the price setting mechanisms on the Canadian and American
markets are different. This is significant given the Canadian focus of this thesis.

3.2

Measures of Dividends and Earnings
An issue of major methodological importance concerns the ramifications that the

measure of dividends has for the study.

Conventionally, there are three measures:

absolute dividend payout, dividend yield (i.e., dividend per share divided by share price),
and dividend payout ratio (i.e., dividend per share divided by earnings per share). In all
three measures, changes from one period to another, particularly unexpected changes,
are of concern in a signaling model. As this study is concerned with expectations, the
best dividend measure will be the one that the market widely accepts and expects from
firms. Attempts to hold dividend yield constant over any length of time would prove
difficult in a world of dynamic stock markets where price volatility is a reality. This
makes dividend policy that is keyed on dividend yield more unlikely. Policies set on
payout ratios are more probable but also entail some problems.

Earnings change

sporadically requiring dividend payments to change accordingly. The majority of policies
call for a constant dollar per share payment within a given time period. Therefore, a
change in the dollars being paid to shareholders is what the market has come to expect.
Therefore, this study focuses on the change in dividend payments themselves and not the
change in yield or payout ratio.
A related issue is whether the dividend change should be measured in absolute
dollar value terms or percentage terms. This study looks at the dollar change in dividend
payments. This is due to the fact that the market reaction does not depend upon the
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percentage change of quarterly dividends as indicated by Pettit (1976). Furthermore,
changes in earnings figures are also measured in terms of dollars, not percentages.
Therefore, in order to keep the methodology consistent, utilizing dollar changes in
dividends is the most rational action.
Dividend changes are classified three ways: tncrease, decrease or no change.
Many signaling studies contend that only increases or decreases in dividend payout
convey information to the market.

However, this ignores the more prevalent zero

change in dividend payout. 9 Under certain conditions, a constant dividend payout is also
hypothesized to convey information to the market.

The contention is that stable

dividends reflect management's view that the information already existing in the markets
is not materially incorrect. Zero change, therefore, should not be ignored without due
consideration. Other variations on the dividend change are the two extreme dividend
changes of omissions and remissions.

Omissions are defined as the suspension of

dividend payments after a number of successive dividend payments. Remissions are
defined as the commencement of a dividend payment following a period of not paying
dividends. In most instances omissions are lumped together with decreases in payout,
while remissions are lumped together with increases. In the ideal situation, a test of
dividend signaling should consider these special cases. The methodology utilized here
does include omission and remission cases, but does not differentiate them from
conventional increases or decreases due to sample size constraints. These events are
proposed to carry the same signaling information as regular cash dividends.

9

Of the 917 observations in the sample used in this study, 798 were no dividend change events.
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There is also the issue of what dividend related date is of most importance when
studying dividend signals. There are a number of dates related to dividend payments,
each of which may hold importance in a signaling role. There is the announcement date
that marks the date when the details of the payment are released to the market.

In

addition, there is the ex-dividend date which determines who is entitled to receive the
dividend payment. On a stock selling ex-dividend day, the seller retains the right to the
upcoming dividend payment. The ex-dividend date usually begins four full trading days
prior to the date on which the dividend payment is entered into the TSE record. For
example, if the record day for a dividend is Thursday, the ex-dividend date is the
preceding Friday. Four full trading days must separate the ex-dividend date from the
record date.
The date of importance when it comes to the information content of dividends is
the announcement date. This is the earliest date at which the market is made aware of
the ensuing dividend policy.

It is at this point that investors will analyze the new

information, extract the content and direction of this information, and react accordingly.

It is expected that by the ex-dividend date or the payment date, the new information has
already been fully assimilated into the share price. 10 Therefore, the announcement date is
the date that is relevant to tests of dividend signaling and is treated as the event date.
The two-stage signaling model tested here requires that analysts' earnings
forecasts be released before the dividend announcement date. The focus on earnings
forecasts rather than actual earnings is due to the fact that actual earnings are reflections

10

The results of this study indicate that information is assimilated into the markets within two days
after the dividend announcement date.
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of historical performance, while earnings forecasts, reflect expected future performance.
It is the expected future performance that dividend announcement are proposed to signal,

thus the use of earnings forecasts.
The determination of the type of earnings forecast utilized is also important.
There are three broad classes of earnings forecasts; management forecasts, financial
analyst forecasts and forecasts based on time-series models. All three have been utilized
in previous research. The general conclusion is that analysts' forecasts are the most
accurate choice. Brown and Rozeff(1978) as well as Fried and Givoly (1982) show that
analysts' forecasts are better proxy of market expectations than time-series models. In
addition, Bartley and Cameron ( 1991 ), in a test of longer run forecasts, find that
management forecasts are not superior to analysts' forecasts.

Therefore, analysts'

forecasts are utilized in this study.
Analysts' forecasts on Canadian stocks are available from the Institutional
Brokers Estimate System (1/B/E/S) International database. The forecast proxy utilized is
the monthly consensus forecast. This introduces an issue with respect to the time lag
that exists between the issue of a forecast and its inclusion in the 1/B/E/S consensus.
O'Brien (1988) indicates that the lag between the date of the individual forecast and its
first appearance in the 1/B/E/S consensus has a mean of34 days and a standard deviation
of 44.5 days. This lag may be even longer in certain circumstances where the individual
analyst releases the forecast privately to clients prior to the formal release date.
Although this lag has presented a real problem for some past studies, it does not affect
the study performed herein.

This study focuses on testing abnormal returns around

dividend dates not earnings forecasts release dates. Analysts' forecasts are used only to
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classify the firm's state of information (depending upon whether analysts revise their
forecasts up, down or they stay the same). Thus, in this study, only forecasts recorded
before each dividend announcement dates are sampled.

Comfort can be taken from

Givoly and Lakonishok (1979) who find that analysts' forecasts do convey information
to the market. However, this is secondary to this study and only provides the assurance
that analysts' forecasts are suitable proxies. Therefore, the problem of the IIB/E/S data
lag does not affect this study and it remains a viable database to use.
It is important when talking of signaling to understand the horizon of those

making the signaling decision. This has implications for the empirical testing of such a
theory. Management has the ability to forecast future performance for as long as it likes.
However, the accuracy and effectiveness of such forecasting decreases as the time frame
increases. This is logical as it is difficult to forecast any one economic event in isolation
for more than a few quarters let alone the myriad of factors which work together to
determine the earnings of a corporation.

Therefore, it must be recognized that the

forecast horizon is not long and empirical studies are better off if fashioned accordingly.
Tests should focus on near term earnings as opposed to earnings that fall two or more
years after the perceived signal.

3.3

Data Sources and Filters
The data used in this study is available from three sources. Daily stock returns

and quarterly dividend data are available on the Toronto Stock Exchange/University of
Western Ontario database at the University of Saskatchewan, College of Commerce.
The mean and median of the analysts' earnings forecasts as well as actual earnings are
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available on the IIB/E/S International database 11 J

Dividend announcement dates are

collected from the Moody's Investor Service Dividend Record. The sample covers the
period of April22, 1986 12 to October 30, 1995. The following filters are applied.
(1)

Less actively traded stocks are included if they trade on the dividend
announcement date.

(2)

Public utilities and banks are discarded from the database as regulatory bodies
influence earnings of both types of firms. This practice follows the precedents set
in recent literature (Fama and French, 1992 and Elfakhani, 1993 and 1995).

(3)

The non-event period is set at fifteen trading days in length ending at least five
days before the last analysts' earnings forecast announcement. This is likely to
free the sampling period of contamination from noisy announcement effects (e.g.
major management changes, lawsuits, labor disputes).

(4)

Firms that have experienced splits on the dividend announcement date are
excluded as are firms that split their stock during the event period.

(5)

Non-quarterly dividend paying firms are omitted from the sample. Non-regular
(extra, year-end, special) dividends are not sampled as their effect is short-lived
and should not carry much signaling value (at least in the context of this study).
However, regular dividends announced on the same day as non-regular dividends
are sampled.

11

1
::

Individual forecasts by individual analysts are not reported on the 1/B/E/S International database used
by this author.
The starting date for 1/B/E/S reports on earnings forecasts for Canadian stocks is March 1, 1985 with
data useable for the purposes of this study starting on April22, 1986.
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(6)

Only regular cash dividends are sampled., However, there may be instances
where a regular cash dividend is accompanied by a stock dividend. These events
are not isolated from the database since regular cash dividends and stock
dividends announced on the same date are expected to signal the same
information to the market. Even in light of this there is the possibility for some
contamination between the two signals. However, cases of concurrent regular
cash and stock dividends are few.

As reported by Athanassakos and Smith

(1996), from the period of 1997 through 1988 there were 157 stock dividend
events on the TSE. In their sample of 80 stock dividend events, only once was
there a concurrent regular cash dividend. They note that the propensity for stock
dividends dropped significantly after 1985.

This could be a function of the

increase in the personal taxation of stock dividends in Canada on May 23, 1985.
The sample in the current study confirms this conjecture as only one of the 917
dividend observations consists of a concurrent regular cash and stock dividend.
The remainder (916 observations) consists only of regular cash dividends.
(7)

As in Aharony and Swary (1980), Eades, Hess and Kim (1984) and Elfakhani
(1993 and 1995), the dividend announcement must occur at least five trading
days after the analysts' forecast revision. Further, the dividend announcement
must occur no later that thirty one trading days after the analysts' forecast
revision.

This is longer than the traditional twenty trading days as used in

Aharony and Swary (1980), Eades, Hess and Kim (1984) and Elfakhani (1993
and 1995) but it is sufficient as to not be too restrictive on the sample size.
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Restricting the filter to 20 trading days would decrease the sample by a further
4 70 observations or 51 percent of the current sample size.
(8)

Ex-dividend days must occur within five days after the dividend announcement
day.

This restriction further isolates the dividend announcement from any

potential noise that is potentially contained within the earnings announcement
period.

3.4

The Two-Stage Signaling Model
The existence of information asymmetry tn the markets is a necessary

characteristic for a valid signaling theory.

It is this asymmetry that management is

attempting to eliminate when it releases a dividend signal.

As indicated in Chapter two,

a common way of examining signals is through the classic event study methodology.
This study does not stray too far from this convention. While using an event study
approach, the methodology is applied in line with that ofBest and Zang's (1993) study of
the informational content of bank loans. The methodology also follows precedents set
by Elfakhani (1993 and 1995) in terms of defining the expected role of dividend signals.
The methodology used here involves splitting the sampled dividend events by the sign of
dividend change (i.e., increase, decrease, or no change), the sign of analysts' earnings
forecast change (i.e., upgrade, downgrade, or no change), and the level of information
uncertainty about the firm. The latter variable is proxied by the historical prediction
error (i.e., high or low) of earnings forecasts.
Four steps are taken to form the matrix of 18 testable portfolios that are exhibited
in Table 3.4.

In the first step, calculations of the absolute value of the analysts'
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prediction errors are used to determine the level of information uncertainty. The
prediction error for a firm in a given year is determined by the following equation:
(3.1)

where J...L1 is the analysts' composite mean earilings forecast made in the final month of the
previous year and EPSt is the actual annual earnings per share for that year.
Low prediction errors (pet) reflect a high degree of information being transmitted
to the market by forecasts and, therefore, a highly informed market. High prediction
errors reflect the opposite. In order to determine what constitutes a high and a low
prediction error, the data are ranked from the highest prediction error to the lowest
prediction error. Using the SAS package, the data are then ranked into twenty individual
groups. The data falling into the middle two groups (i.e., 9 and 10) are removed from
the database. The prediction errors in the intervals 11 and above contain the highest
prediction errors and are called the high group. Conversely, the data falling into groups
1 through 8 contain the lowest prediction errors and are called the low group. Utilizing
twenty intervals was necessary due to the limited size of the database (i.e., versus three
groups and eliminating the middle group for example). However, the procedure allows
the identification of a middle group of intervals with which to split the database.
In the next step, firms are categorized via a measure of the unanticipated change
in the market's expectation of the future performance of the firm. This measure is made
up by the difference between analysts' earnings forecasts in the two most recent periods
before the current dividend announcement is made. The first category includes firms
whose earnings forecasts have been upgraded to reflect future earnings that are expected
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to exceed previous estimations. The earnings forecast upgrade presents good news for
investors. The second category consists of firms whose prospects are not expected to
change as the two most recent forecasts remain the same (i.e., unchanged). This is a
case of flat news.

The third category consists of firms whose forecasts are revised

downward to reflect deteriorating performance, suggesting bad news to come.
Consequently, the data is divided by both the level of uncertainty existing in the market
and the direction of change in earnings forecasts.
To further isolate the signaling relationship, the data are split one more time.
Dividends are categorized as an increase, a decrease or no change from the previously
announced dividend. This cross-sectional procedure results in the data being split three
separate times and into 18 separate portfolios.

In the fourth step, each of the 18

portfolios is assigned one of the three dividend signaling roles. There are three possible
roles that the dividend announcement is proposed to play. It can either clarify or confirm
the information released via the earnings forecasts or have an unclear effect on the state
of information that exists prior to the dividend announcement. A confirmatory role is
one where the dividend signal re-emphasizes the state of information previously in
existence.

As these signals are simply validating previous expectations, they are

expected to generate little market response.

A clarificatory role is one where the

dividend signal clears up a previously ambiguous state of information.

As such,

clarificatory signals are expected to generate the strongest market response among the
three possible roles for dividend signals. Unclear signals do not assist the market very
much in re-evaluating the prior state of information in the market. However, as they can
provide some information and eliminate a small degree of uncertainty, they are expected
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to generate some market response. Unclear signals may also present a unique situation
where dividend signals render uncertain previously perceived good (or bad) news. In
this instance the unclear dividend signal may evoke an opposite market reaction than the
potentially good or bad news and result in a net effect of no market reaction.

All

eighteen portfolio classifications are summarized in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4

Classification of the Role of Dividend Signals According to the Sign
of Dividend Change, the Sign of Forecasts Change, and the Level of
Information Uncertainty
A dividend change can be an increase, a decrease, or no change. A change in earnings
forecasts is an upgrade, downgrade, or no change. The role of dividend signals is to
confirm, clarify or keep unclear the uncertainty prevailing as a result of the level of
prediction error (low or high) in historic earnings forecasts. The numbers in brackets are
the portfolio identification numbers that are used hereafter in referring to the portfolio.
Dividend Change
Increase

Low Prediction Error

High Prediction Error

UPGRADE IN EARNINGS FORECAST (POTENTIAL GOOD NEWS)
Confirm
Clarify
(1)

(4)

Decrease

Unclear

Unclear

(2)

(5)

No Change

Confirm

Confirm

(3)

(6)

Increase
Decrease
No Change

Increase
Decrease
No Change

NO CHANGE IN EARNINGS FORECAST (FLAT NEWS)
Clarify
Clarify
(7)

(10)

Clarify

Clarify

(8)

(11)

Confirm

Confirm

(9)

(12)

DOWNGRADE IN EARNINGS FORECAST (POTENTIAL BAD NEWS)
Clarify
Clarify
(13)

(16)

Confirm

Clarify

(14)

(17)

Confirm

Clarify

(15)

(18)
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3.4.1

Further Insights into Dividend Role Rationale

It is important here to review the rationale that exists behind the role of dividend
signals under each of the eighteen portfolios that are depicted in Table 3.4. It is equally
important to predict the expected market reaction to dividend signals.

The market

response is a reflection of the news direction contained in the dividend signal. The news
direction can be good, bad or net flat (i.e., mixed where both positive and negative
reaction by individual investors would cancel out). These predictions are depicted in
Table 3 .4.1 and explained in the following passages. The contention is that good (bad)
news should bring a positive (negative) market reaction while flat news is expected to
generate little (positive or negative) or no market reaction at all.
Within the group of "potential good news" events there are six portfolios. With a
low prediction error, a dividend increase (i.e., portfolio 1) is proposed to confirm the
market's prior state of information. The low prediction error means that the market is
highly certain of the state of the firm prior to the dividend announcement date. The
potential good news that is released by the upgrade in the earnings forecast is then
confirmed by the good news contained in the raised dividends. With a low prediction
error a dividend decrease is proposed to be an unclear signal. A dividend decrease (i.e.,
portfolio 2) that follows the upgrade in the earnings forecast is confusing to the market.
This signal appears to contradict the potential good news that was previously conveyed
through the earnings forecast. With a low prediction error, no change in the dividend
payment (i.e., portfolio 3) would confirm the prior understanding of the market
regarding the state of information. No change in dividends will be taken by the market
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to mean that the potential good news event (i.e., the rise in analysts' earnings forecasts)
is not invalid.

Table 3.4.1

The Expected Market Reaction to Dividend Signaling Role When
Signals Are Classified According to the Sign of Dividend Change, the
Sign of Forecasts Change, and the Level of Information Uncertainty
A dividend change can be an increase, a decrease, or no change. A change in earnings
forecasts is an upgrade, downgrade, or no change. The level of information uncertainty is
proxied by the prediction error (low or high) in historic earnings forecasts. The expected
market reaction to dividend signals can be positive, negative or flat. The numbers in
brackets are the portfolio identification numbers that are used hereafter in referring to the
portfolio.
Dividend Chan2e
Increase
Decrease
No Change

Increase

Low Prediction Error
Hi2h Prediction Error
UPGRADE IN EARNINGS FORECAST (POTENTIAL GOOD NEWS)
Good
Good
(1)

(4)

Net Flat

Net Flat

(2)

(5)

Good

Good

(3)

(6)

No CHANGE IN EARNINGS FORECAST (FLAT NEWS)
Good
Good
(7)

(10)

Decrease

Bad

Bad

(8)

(11)

No Change

Good

Bad

(9)

(12)

Increase
Decrease
No Change

DOWNGRADE IN EARNINGS FORECAST (POTENTIAL BAD NEWS)
Good
Good
(13)

(16)

Bad

Bad

(14)

(17)

Bad

Bad

(15)

(18)

With a high prediction error, dividend changes are proposed to clarify the
market's prior state of information. The high prediction error group means that before
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the dividend announcement date the market is highly uncertain about the future prospects
of the firm. As the market is not certain about the state of the firm, a potential good
news event (i.e., the increase in analysts' earnings forecasts) is not fully comprehended
by the market due to historically large forecast errors.

An increase in announced

dividends (i.e., portfolio 4) would assist in clearing up the uncertainty surrounding the
future performance of the firm. With a high prediction error, a dividend decrease (i.e.
portfolio 5) that follows an upgrade in earnings forecasts is going to be interpreted as an
unclear signal. to a market that is already unsure of the state of the firm.

Again, the

dividend decrease appears to contradict the potential good news that was previously
conveyed. With a high prediction error, a potential good news event followed by a no
change in dividends (i.e., portfolio 6) would assist the market by confirming its previous
interpretation of the increase in the analysts' earnings forecast. Of course, in this case, a
no change in dividends is supposed to reflect stability and continuity.
Within the group of no forecast change "flat news" events, there are also six
portfolios. Following the flat news event, the market may be certain of the state of
information but has no means to evaluate the future potential of the firm as there has
been no change in the forecasts. The rise (or fall) in dividends then presents the market
with this means to evaluate the future potential and clarifies the firm's expectations to the
market.

With a low prediction error both dividend increases (i.e., portfolio 7) and

decreases (i.e., portfolio 8) are proposed to clarify the market's prior state of
information. A dividend increase would be good news, while a dividend decrease would
project bad news especially in light of no change in the earnings forecast. The case of
low prediction error and no change dividends (portfolio 9) is proposed to confirm the flat
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news event projected by the no change in the analysts' earnings forecast. The static
dividend policy verifies to the market that there is no new information to evaluate and
that the firm continues to be stable at the current level. In this case, no new news is
good news.
The rationale behind the high prediction error group is expected to result in the
same inferences as in the case of low prediction error. Following the flat news event
(i.e., no change in the analysts' earnings forecast) the market is both uncertain of the
state of information and has no means to evaluate the future potential of the firm or clear
up the prior state of uncertainty. The rise in dividends (i.e., portfolio 10) and the decline
in dividends (i.e., portfolio 11) present the market with the means to evaluate the future
potential as good news (with dividend increases) and bad news (with dividend
decreases).

Therefore, these signals help clarify the market's state of information

regarding the firm. With a high prediction error, however, a no change in dividends (i.e.,
portfolio 12) is proposed to confirm the market's prior state of information. Once again,
following the flat news event, the static dividend level verifies to the market that there is
no new information to evaluate and that the previous evaluation of the firm (completed
by a highly uncertain market) is valid for the time being. The market remains uninformed
and is given no new information to alter that uncertain state. In this case, no news is bad
news. It· is interesting to note that portfolio 12 and portfolio 9 represent the only case
where moving from a low prediction error (portfolio 9) to a high prediction error
(portfolio 12) is expected to result in opposite market reactions. Recall that portfolio 9
is proposed to be a good news event while portfolio 12 is proposed to be a bad news
event.
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Lastly, within the group of downgrade in earnings forecasts, "potential bad news"
events, there are also six portfolios. With a low prediction error a dividend increase (i.e.,
portfolio 13) is confusing to the market as it appears to contradict the potential bad news
that was previously conveyed. This portfolio is most interesting to examine as it presents
the possibility to observe increases in dividends that can be followed by a positive market
response, despite the downgrade in earnings forecasts. This is an example of
management attempting to reverse the negative environment by sending a clarificatory
signal and expecting a positive reaction.
With a low prediction error, both dividend decreases (i.e., portfolio 14) and no
change in dividends (i.e., portfolio 15) are proposed to confirm the market's prior state
of information as they are consistent with the downgrade in earnings forecasts. The
potential bad news that is released by the negative earnings forecast change is reinforced
by the drop in the dividend payment, or alternatively the static dividend payment. In
such cases, dividend announcements confirm to the market that its initial evaluation of
the future performance of the firm is accurate.
With a high prediction error a dividend tncrease (i.e., portfolio 16) is also
proposed to qualify as a clarificatory signal. Again, a dividend increase that follows a
downgrade in earnings forecast is confusing to the market (a market that is already
uncertain) as it appears to contradict the potential bad news that was previously
conveyed. As with the low prediction error group described above, this portfolio is
interesting to examine as it, once again, presents the possibility to observe positive
responses following a potential bad news event (i.e., an earnings downgrade). With a
high prediction error, dividend decreases (i.e., portfolio 17) are proposed to clarify the
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market's prior state of information. As the market is not certain about the state of the
firm in this portfolio, the potential bad news event is not fully comprehended by the
market. A decrease in the announced dividend would assist in clearing up, or clarifying,
this state of information further. Similar to portfolio 17 (but unlike other no dividend
change cases) the case of no change in dividends preceded by a downgrade in earnings
forecasts (i.e., portfolio 18) is expected to play a clarificatory role.

3.5

Tests of Dividend Informational Content
Market reaction to the signaling process is tested over each of the 18 portfolios.

The test utilizes an event study methodology to test for the presence of abnormal returns
around the dividend announcement date. The methodology entails the mean-adjusted
return approach (MARA) that has been used in many studies such as those of Ghosh and
Woolridge (1988) and Elfakhani (1993 and 1995), and was tested in Brown and Warner
(1985).

Brown and Warner show that this method is as good as the market model in

detecting abnormal returns. A caution is levied in that the data used in this procedure
must be free of clustering. Clustering refers to the phenomenon where a significant
portion of the data is tightly grouped around a given time period. Elfakhani ( 1993 and
1995) shows that this problem is non-existent in his American sample. As long as the
test design utilizes large numbers of subgroups within the period studied, the problem
may not occur.

It is anticipated that the methodology of this study will inhibit the

clustering effect due to the numerous (18) data portfolios used in this study. Further,
each portfolio contains dividend events from different periods, different firms, and
different industries.
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The MARA methodology also offers some definite advantages relative to the
market model. It requires neither the classification of the kind of risk (systematic or
unsystematic) nor a specification of the market portfolio, both of which are necessary
with the market model. In addition, it requires only the assumption of stationarity of the
return-generating process.

Thus, a test for data stationarity is required before

proceeding further.

3.5.1

Testing Data Stationarity

To back up the assumption of stationarity two tests were performed on the final
sample of stock returns. The standardized CAR for each portfolio over the non-event
period and the event period are plotted against time with the results displayed in
Appendix A and B. A visual examination of the individual plots shows that, with few
exceptions, there is no change in variance over time and the data points appear to be
random. Such signs lead to the general conclusion that the data are stationary. This
conclusion is, however, subjective to some degree as the test involves a great deal of
individual interpretation. It is for this reason that these tests corroborated by the use of a
statistical test; the Durbin's m-test. This test is a serial autocorrelation test that will
provide information on the randomness of the return generating process.
The use of the Durbin's m-test is based upon the logic that for data to be
stationary they should not be correlated over time. A first order serial autocorrelation
test provides a statistical means of detecting whether there is such a correlation. The
Durbin's m-test procedure described by Berndt (1990), Johnston (1984) and Judge, et.
al. ( 1985) provides a means to test for serial autocorrelation across the data cross-
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sections. Under the Durbin's m-test procedure, the standardized CARs are regressed
against the one period lag of this same variable. The residuals of this regression are then
collected and regressed upon the one period lag of the residuals as well as the current
period standardized CAR and the lagged standardized CAR. Within this last regression,
the parameter estimate of the lagged residuals becomes the pertinent test statistic. The
null hypothesis is that this test statistic is equal to zero.

Failing to reject this null

hypothesis leads to the conclusion that there is no serial autocorrelation and, therefore,
the data are stationary. The results ofthis test are displayed in Table 3.5.
The Durbin's m-test results in Table 3.5 confirm many of the results of the initial
visual tests. There appears to be general stationarity over the sampled portfolios with a
few exceptions. In these tests, we fail to reject the null hypothesis of stationarity in all
but two cases. With the exception of event period portfolio 9 and the non-event period
portfolio 17, there is definitive evidence that the data are stationary using the serial
autocorrelation methodology. The conclusion of these two tests combined is that it
appears that the data are stationary. The concerns about non-stationarity may also be
tempered by the fact that the number of observations in the offending portfolios is
relatively small at 26 observations in portfolio 9, and 13 observations in portfolio 17.
Given the relatively low number of stationarity offending portfolios and the low volume
of data within these offending portfolios, it is safe to assume stationarity for the purposes
of this study.
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Testing Data Stationarity: the 'Results of Durbin's m-Test with
students-t statistics
The Durbin's m-Test provides a measure ofthe autocorrelation in the standardized CAR
values. In a two stage regression, the standardized CAR values are first regressed upon
their one period lagged values. In the second stage, the residuals of the initial regression
are regressed against their own one period lag as well as the current and lagged
standardized CAR. The parameter of the lagged residuals in the second regression is the
Durbin's m-Test statistic. Each cells reports the Durbin's m-Test statistic for the event
period (the 10 days around the event starting on day -4 and ending on day +5) and the
non event period (the 15 days ending 5 days prior to the sampled analyst earnings
forecast). The numbers in the parentheses represent the calculated students-t statistic.
The nun1ber of observations tested is 917 and, as portfolios 8, 10 and 11 have no
observations, they are not tested. The sample period extends from April 1986 until
October 1995.
Table 3.5

Portfolio Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Event Period
Durbin's m-Test statistic

Non-Event Period
Durbin's m-Test statistic

0.01812
(0.024)
-1.68936
(-1.364)
-0.04961
(-0.052)
9.07804
(1.555)
0.87378
(0.297)
10.77928
(0.981)
-0.05204
(-0.013)
-3.51664*
(-2.305)
0.87394
(0.432)
-1.49062
(-0.299)
1.77414
(0.102)
3.74593
(1.182)
-0.69585
(-0.778)
2.39536
(1.790)
-2.55559
(-0.241)

0.25747
(0.597)
7.10447
(1.539)
3.49462
(0.564)
4.46226
(1.397)
-59.31858
(-1.803)
-1.30208
(-0.962)
-0.81700
(-0.931)
-0.19595
(-0.314)
2.11489
(0.208)
0.42248
(0.598)
0.01930
(0.024)
1.74758
(0.955)
-1.22405
(-1.332)
25.54305*
(2.227)
-11.09596
(-0.114)

* Significant at 5% level.
**Significant at 10% level.
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3.5.2 Mean Adjusted Returns Model
Given the assumption of stationary returns, the mean-adjusted return model
assumes the following stochastic return-generating process for stock i:
(3.2)
where Jl.i1 is the expected return of security i prior to the event day t and &;1 is the
stochastic error term. The expected return is a function of a market-determined pricing
process and of security return characteristics.

The error term is assumed to be

uncorrelated over time and reflects non-market influences. Given that we assume that
returns are stationary, the impact of any new information can be discovered through
examination of these error terms.
According to the mean-adjusted return model, the expected return for security i
on day t ( pu ) is assumed to be the mean return on stock i during the non-event period t.
-25

j/it

= (L~t)/ N
t= -10

(3.3)

where Ru is the return on stock i during non-event period trading day t, t=-10, ... ,-25
and N is the number of days in the non-event period. The non-event period here consists
of the fifteen trading days ending at least five trading days prior to the earnings forecast
date on the I/B/E/S International database. The non-event period is used to calculate
what is considered to be a normal return. The period of 15 days is shorter than the more
commonly used 22 day non-event period due to the constraints of the data. 13 A period
of 10 trading days (days -4, ... , +5) is defined around each dividend announcement date.

13

A longer non-event period would, in many cases, result in the post-event period of a prior
observation mixing with the non-event period of the current observation.
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These event days are grouped into three sub periods (n) and one overall period. The first
sub-period (n=1) includes days -4 through -1, representing the pre-announcement days.
The second sub-period (n=2), the announcement period, includes both days 0 and + 1 in
order to account for dividend announcements that are reported at the end of day 0 or
during day + 1. The third sub-period (n=3) includes the post announcement days +2
through +5.

The overall period (n=4) includes days -4 through +5.

Therefore, the

estimated abnormal return is modeled as:

eu =(ru - Jlit).

(3.4)

The average abnormal returns (A&. t) are calculated by forming an equally
weighted portfolio of all firm's abnormal returns ( eu) for each event day t within each
subperiod n.

The resulting abnormal returns are standardized using the portfolio

standard deviation that is calculated using daily returns over the non-event period. The
cumulative average abnormal returns ( CARn) are then calculated for each subperiod n.
--

&_

CARn =LARn,t.

(3.5)

t=l

where

8n is the number of days in each subperiod n. The hypotheses to be tested in all

four subgroups are defined in section 3.7 below. A student !-statistic is used to test the
hypotheses where:

and where a equals 1. The calculated t • is compared to the critical t & _1. a to determine
whether to reject the appropriate null hypothesis. The values are then examined within
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the context of the sample classifications shown in, Table 3.4.1 and discussed in section
3.4.1.

3.6

Tests of Signal Reliability
The second major test is an evaluation of the consistency between the dividend

decision and future earnings performance. This part of the study is fashioned after the
methodology ofManakyan and Carroll (1990). In this context, true fiscal earnings that
follow a dividend change announcement are compared with earnings expectations that
are formed prior to the dividend announcement. It must be noted here that a dividend
change includes both dividend increases and decreases in addition to no change in
dividends.

In this study, the no dividend change can also play a confirmatory or a

clarificatory role as defined earlier. The idea is to determine whether dividend signals are
followed by unanticipated changes in earnings that move in a direction consistent with
the signal. The general consensus in the literature is that dividend increases (decreases)
are good (bad) news. In this study, however, the direction of corporate news (good or
bad) conveyed by dividend signals depends upon the role of dividend changes as shown
in Table 3 .4.
The true fiscal earnings that are utilized in this procedure are those fiscal earnings
that are generated in the year of the dividend signal. There are two reasons for using
only the analysts' forecast of one year earnings. The first is that, consistent with the
theory discussed in previous chapters, forecasts are deemed to only be effective over a
relatively short period of time. Therefore, utilizing forecasts of greater than one year is
not believed to provide significant value. More importantly, in many cases, there were
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no analysts' forecasts available from 1/B/E/S be)fond the next fiscal year.

This may

represent an obstacle to any attempts at testing in this regard.
To estimate the unanticipated changes in the fiscal earnings, a measure consisting
of the percentage difference between earnings expectations formed in the absence of the
new information and the subsequent realized annual earnings is used. In effect, this
measure compares the realized fiscal earnings following the dividend announcement to
the expected earnings during the same period. For this test to work, it is important that
the expectations are formed before the dividend announcement date. In this regard, the
expectation used is the last expectation reported prior to the dividend announcement.
This analysis uses 1/B/E/S International data that are comprised of a consensus of
a number of different analysts' expectations. Individual expectations are based largely on
fundamental analysis and are most often derived in light of a number of factors including
previous earnings releases, press releases and discussions with firms. Taking this into
account, the one year performance variable <Y it) is defined as:

r

. _[EPSi,t+t]-Er-e[EPS;,t+t]
IEr-e [EPSi,t+t]I

It-

(3.6)

where the variable Et-e[EPSA;,r+ 1] is a proxy for the market's expectation of the upcoming,
timet+ 1 annual earnings per share (EPS) and is formed at time t-e, immediately before
the unexpected dividend announcement.
The next step is to divide the sample according to Table 3.4.1. The reliability of
the dividend signal can then be examined through the application of a Wilcoxon signed
rank test on the

y

it

values over each of the 18 portfolios that make up Table 3.4.1.
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The Wilcoxon signed rank test is suitable here due ,to the limited number of observations
in many of the 18 portfolios within Table 3.4.1. The process involves the calculation of
T statistics by first ranking the

Y

it

figures without regard for their individual sign. Each

individual rank is then assigned the sign of the corresponding

r

it •

All positive ranks are

summed to get T+ while all negative ranks are summed to get T-. The calculated test
statistic is then compared to the critical te$t statistics.
The expected results depend upon which portfolio is under examination and the
content of the information being released (i.e., Table 3.4.1}. In portfolios 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9,
10, 13 and 16 the contention is that the dividend signal is a good news event. Thus, a
value of

r

it

that is significantly greater than zero means that there is an error in the

earnings forecasts which results in a pleasant earnings surprise.

Of course, the

expectation in this case is that the dividend event is a signal of greater future earnings.
For portfolios 8, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17 and 18 the contention is that the dividend signal is a
bad news event.

Now the finding of a

y it

that is significantly lower than zero

substantiates the contention that the earnings surprise is in the direction and magnitude
as theorized. For the remaining portfolios (i.e., 2 and 5}, it would be expected that

y

it

would be equal to zero as these portfolios contain signals with no particular direction and
should lead to no significant earnings surprise.
A potential drawback of this type of analysis is that it may introduce the small
divisor problem. Test results may be compromised in instances where small changes in
dividend policy send strong signals. A visual examination of the distribution of the data
can determine if this is a potential problem. Should a large percentage of the dividend
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change observations occur within the "low" percentage change, it would indicate that
there is the

possibility that the small divisor problem exists.

Conversely, a small

percentage of dividend change observations occurring within the "high" percent change
range would be evidence against this phenomenon.
To test for the small divisor problem within the dividend increase and decrease
subset, the dollar dividend change data were ranked from high to low based upon the
absolute dividend change value and then divided into two halves based upon the median
dividend change value (C$0.04 in this case).

The data lying above the median are

deemed as a "high" change while the data lying below the median is deemed "low".
Based upon this methodology, there would appear to be little concern for the small
divisor problem as 52 of the 119 dividend changes lie in the "high" category (44 percent
of changes).

Seven dividend changes lie on the median while the remainder (60

observations) lies in the "low" category.

Further examination into the percentage

changes yields the same conclusion. The average dividend change is 46.9 percent with
51 observations lying above the average and 57 observations lying above the median
(33.3 percent).

Looking at both the dollar change in the dividends as well as the

magnitude of the percentage changes yields the conclusion that there should be no need
to investigate the small divisor problem further when looking at dividend increases and
decreases.

3. 7

Testable Hypotheses
Sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 describe various tests for the dividend signaling role,

dividend information direction and the reliability of dividend signals in predicting future
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performance. These tests are formalized in the following seven hypotheses. Hypotheses
one through five relate to the tests of dividend signals around the dividend announcement
period. Hypotheses six and seven pertain to the test of the reliability of dividend signals
over time.
Hypothesis One:

After controlling for the dividend signaling role (confirm, clarify or
unclear) and the news direction (good, bad or net flat) there are no
abnormal returns around the dividend announcement.

Hypothesis Two:

After controlling for the sign of the dividend change (increase,
decrease or no change) there are no abnormal returns around the
dividend announcement.

Hypothesis Three:

After controlling for the sign of the forecast change (upgrade,
downgrade or no change) there are no abnormal returns around the
dividend announcement.

Hypothesis Four:

After controlling for the level of information uncertainty (high
prediction error, low prediction error) there are no abnormal returns
around the dividend announcement.

Hypothesis Five:

After controlling for the sign of the dividend change (increase,
decrease or no change), the sign of the forecast change (upgrade,
downgrade or no change) and the level of information uncertainty
(high prediction error, low prediction error) there are no abnormal
returns around the dividend announcement.
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Hypothesis Six:

After controlling for the sign of the dividend change (increase,
decrease or no change) the future performance of the firm is
independent of the dividend signal.

Hypothesis Seven:

After controlling for the sign of the dividend change (increase,
decrease or no change), the sign of the forecast change (upgrade,
downgrade or no change) and the level of information uncertainty
(high prediction error, low prediction error) the future performance
of the firm is independent of the dividend signal.
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CHAPTER FOUR- ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

4.1

Descriptive Statistics
Prior to entering into the analysis of the test results, it is best to take a few

passages to describe the data. Understanding data characteristics is crucial in order to
evaluate the effect of dividend signaling in context. In order to illustrate the diversity of
the individual sampled firms, Table 4.1 breaks out the sampled firms by industry
affiliation using some common industry classifications that also conform to the
classifications reported by I/B/E/S on its database. 14 Table 4.1 indicates that there is a
concentration in the Basic Industries category. This is consistent with the fact that the
Canadian economy is a resource based economy with a focus on the utilization of natural
resources. Within the Basic Industries category there are sixteen mining firms, nine
forest products related firms, three chemicals producers, four building and other
materials producers and two container firms. Consistent with the Canadian economy
also is the number of energy firms in the sample (12 percent of sampled firms). The
sample, therefore, is representative of the make-up of the Canadian economy.
As illustrated in Table 4.1 there are 84 individual stocks in the sample.

15

The

total number of dividend announcement events is 917 with the sample covering the time
frame of April22, 1986 through October 30, 1995. Table 4.2 illustrates the number of

14

15

The 1/B/E/S International database uses a proprietary classification scheme to categorize firms
according to 338 Groups. The system is loosely based upon the Morgan Stanley Capital
International Industry Classifications but necessitates additional industry groups as the 1/B/E/S
database is larger.
For a list of the individual stocks see Appendix C.
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sample observations that are contained in each ,calendar year and indicates that the
observations are evenly spread across the sample years with no significant clustering in
any given year. As mentioned previously, this is an important observation in that the lack
of clustering is a necessary condition for the MARA methodology to hold its advantage
over the market model (as argued by Brown and Warner, 1980).

Sample Industry Affiliation
Table 4.1.
The number of dividend announcement events is 917, and the sample period extends
from April 1986 until October 1995.
Industry
Basic Industries
Capital Goods
Consumer Durables
Consumer Services
Non-Bank Financial Institutions
Energy
Technology
Transportation
Total

Number ofFirms
34
7
6

7
16
10
2
2
84

Table 4.2.
Number of Dividend Announcements by Year
The number of dividend announcement events is 917, and the sample period extends
from April 1986 until October 1995.
Year
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
Total

Number of Dividend Events
63
97
99
121
97
97
79
82
93
89

917
79

Table 4.3 breaks down the number of observations in each of the studied
portfolios.

As the table indicates, following the applications of the filters described in

Chapter three, 917 dividend events belonging to 84 Canadian firms are sampled. 16 It
should also be noted that there are three portfolios without any resulting observations.
These are portfolios 8, 9 and 11. Also, many of the remaining portfolios have fewer than
30 observations. Only portfolios 3, 6, 15 and 18 contain a large number of sample
points.

Interestingly, the uneven distribution of sample events among the fifteen

portfolios is due mainly to the fact that the vast majority of observations fall into the no
dividend change category.

Of the 917 observations, 798 (87. 0 percent of the total

sample) are no dividend change events. Furthermore, of the remaining 119 observations,
the number of dividend increases are two times the number of dividend decreases. On
the surface, this supports the reluctance of management to change dividends or, more
specifically, to reduce dividends as discussed in previous chapters.

The sampled

observations suggest that management is averse to dividend reductions and does not alter
dividend payments very often.
Having said the above, there appears to be an opposite phenomenon happening
with analysts' forecasts. Within the forecasts change group, the number of observations
is evenly split between forecast upgrades (426) and forecast downgrades (444) with only
47 observations (or 5.14 percent of the total sample) of analysts' forecasts neither an
upgrade nor a downgrade. Thus, during the sample period (extending from 1986 until
1995), financial analysts frequently changed their forecast upward or downward while

16

Once again, the number of dividend events and number of firms sampled are dictated by the data
availability on 1/B/E/S International database.
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companies changed their dividend payout policies much less frequently. This could be
due to the fact that analysts are expected to publish newly updated opinions about the
stock. They do not receive the same interest when re-releasing the same old information.
Alternatively, it may be also true that due to frequent changes in forecasts, dividend
change signals become redundant. At any rate, this is a topic that is best suited to more
in depth future study.

Table 4.3.
Number of Observations in Each of the Eighteen Portfolios
A dividend change can be an increase, a decrease, or no change. A change in earnings
forecasts is an upgrade, downgrade, or no change. The level of uncertainty is proxied by
the level of prediction error (low or high) in historic earnings forecasts. The number of
dividend events is 917, and the sample period extends from April 1986 until October
1995. The numbers in superscript are the portfolio numbers.
Dividend Change
Positive
Negative
No Change
Positive
Negative
No Change
Positive
Negative
No Change

Low Prediction Error

High Prediction Error

UPGRADE IN EARNINGS FORECASTS (potential good news)
27 I
23 4
9 2
13 5
180 6
174 3
NO CHANGE IN EARNINGS FORECASTS (flat news)
0 10
4 7
0 II
0 8
9
17 12
26
DOWNGRADE IN EARNINGS FORECASTS (potential bad news)
10 16
11 13
9 14
13 17
15
185 18
216

On another front, the level of information uncertainty proxied by either a high or
low prediction error appears to be evenly split across the data (476 and 441,
respectively). This would indicate that between 1986 and 1995, the level of certainty
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existing in the Canadian market was not skewed towards either extreme (i.e., certain or
uncertain).
When looking at the number of sample points across the different dividend roles,
it appears that the two unclear portfolios (i.e., 2 and 5) are the least populous group of
portfolios (with 9 and 13 observations, respectively). In many cases the clarificatory and
the confirmatory portfolios contain more observations. From this it can be concluded
that firms appear to be less likely to announce dividends that they believe hold little
information for the market (i.e., the case of unclear signals), at least given the way the
sample was categorized into various dividend roles.

On the surface it appears that

dividend announcements are valuable tools for reconciling the knowledge of management
and investors and that managers are utilizing these tools accordingly.
As illustrated in Table 4.3 many of the portfolios contain fewer than 30
observations. This volume of observations could present some problems in that one may
not be able to assume normally distributed samples. 17 Therefore, it is important to look
into the distribution of the sampled observations in order to determine whether or not the
sample truly is normally distributed and that any conclusions regarding the statistical tests
are valid.
Table 4.4 reports the results of parametric (z Test) and non-parametric
(Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test) tests of normality performed on each of the fifteen
portfolio. Both of these tests are available on the SAS statistical package. The results

17

The Central Limit Theorem states that as the sample size increases, the distribution of the mean of
the sample approaches a normal distribution. A rule of thumb has been proposed in financial
literature which states that when the sample reaches 30 observations, the distribution of the mean is
practically normal (see Wonnacott and Wonnacott, 1969~ and Daniel and Terrell, 1983).
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of the normality tests performed on the standardized CARs for both the event period
(days -4 through +5) and the non-event period (days -25 through -1 0) are reported in
Panel A and Panel B of Table 4.4. As an added level of caution, the tests are also
performed on the unstandardized CARs (Panel C for the event period and Panel D for
the non-event period), as well as on the natural log of the unstandardized CARs (Panel E
for the event period and Panel F for the non-event period). The null hypothesis for these
tests is that the data are normally distributed. Therefore, to conclude that the data are
normally distributed, the test results must fail to reject the null hypothesis.
Inspection of the results for the event period reported in Panel A of Table 4.4
indicates that, using the parametric test, portfolio 15 is the only portfolio suffering from
non-normality. Similarly, in Panel B the only such finding is for portfolio 7 (over the
non-event period). However, in both cases the non-parametric test supports the finding
of normality (i.e., failure to reject normality). The unstandardized and natural log based
results are not much different from those of the standardized (event and non-event) data.
This establishing that the data are generally normally distributed which is important in
order to proceed with the signaling tests.
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Results of Normality Tests Usin'g Parametric and Non-Parametric
Statistics
Normality test is conducted twice using parametric (Z-Statistic) and non-parametric
(Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test). P-values represent the significance levels of the
corresponding tests. The number of dividend events is 917, and the sample period
extends from April 1986 until October 1995.
Table 4.4.

Panel A: Event Period Using Standardized CAR (CAR/Standard Deviation)
ZTest
Portfolio Number
P-value
Wilcoxon Signed
P-value
Rank Test
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0.84970
0.96451
0.88699
0.88154
0.89839
0.87023
0.95199
0.92021
0.90951
0.93135
0.94923
0.79216
0.89740
0.93958
0.95360

0.0556
0.8247
0.1495
0.1296
0.2006
0.0962
0.6769
0.3442
0.2654
0.4451
0.6437
0.0119*
0.1956
0.5318
0.6964

24.5
-7.5
-8.5
-13.5
-6.5
-2.5
5.5
-21.5
0.5
14.5
-6.5
-16.5
26.5
-20.5
4.5

0.0098*
0.4922
0.4316
0.1934
0.5566
0.8457
0.6250
0.0273*
1.0000
0.1602
0.5566
0.1055
0.0039*
0.0371 *
0.6253

Panel B: Non-Event Period Using Standardized CAR (CAR/Standard Deviation)
Portfolio Number
Z Test
P-value
Wilcoxon Signed
P-value
Rank Test
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
9

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0.90778
0.95655
0.94957
0.92476
0.89184
0.95156
0.62050
0.97139
0.95876
0.96504
0.94594
0.91403
0.98174
0.93028
0.97547

0.1087
0.5804
0.4711
0.2022
0.0603
0.5010
0.0001*
0.8296
0.6173
0.7248
0.4199
0.1369
0.9575
0.2463
0.8888
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-12
-2
5
4
-8
6

-12
-2
3
-5
-4
0
3
-20
2

0.5619
0.9399
0.8209
0.8603
0.7057
0.7820
0.5619
0.9399
0.8999
0.8209
0.8603
1.0000
0.8999
0.3225
0.9399

Panel C: Event Period Using Non-Standardized CAR
Portfolio Number

ZTest

P-value

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0.85044
0.96658
0.88849
0.88093
0.89582
0.86481
0.94991
0.91349
0.91097
0.92805
0.94570
0.81366
0.89771
0.94809
0.95863

0.0567
0.8473
0.1554
0.1275
0.1878
0.0833
0.6519
0.2928
0.2752
0.4133
0.6018
0.0212*
0.1972
0.6301
0.7568

Wilcoxon Signed
Rank Test
24.5
-7.5
-8.5
-13.5
-6.5
-1.5
5.5
-21.5
1.5
14.5
-6.5
-16.5
26.5
-19.5
5.5

P-value
0.0098*
0.4922
0.4316
0.1934
0.5566
0.9219
0.6250
0.0273*
0.9219
0.1602
0.5566
0.1055
0.0039*
0.0488*
0.6250

Panel D: Non-Event Period using Non-Standardized CAR
Portfolio Number

ZTest

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0.93142
0.98320
0.95508
0.95369
0.96055
0.94073
0.92899
0.95629
0.97862
0.95534
0.91895
0.903614
0.98073
0.84262
0.97085

P-value
0.2564
0.9686
0.5564
0.5341
0.6477
0.3535
0.2353
0.5762
0.9273
0.5606
0.1639
0.0932**
0.9486
0.0100*
0.8211
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Wilcoxon Signed
Rank Test
-12
-3
3
0
-2
3
-9
-3
-2
-4
0
1
-2
-17
1

P-value
0.5619
0.8999
0.8999
1.0000
0.9399
0.8999
0.6685
0.8999
0.9399
0.8603
1.0000
0.9799
0.9399
0.4037
0.9799

Panel E: Event Period Using Non-Standardized Natural Log of One Plus CAR
Portfolio Number
Z Test
P-value
Wilcoxon Signed
P-value
Rank Test
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

0.85071
0.96667
0.88848
0.88237
0.89373
0.86488
0.95104
0.91259
0.91214
0.92653
0.94574
0.81422
0.89957
0.94577
0.95847

0.0571
0.8482
0.1554
0.1325
0.1780
0.0834
0.6655
0.2863
0.2832
0.3991
0.6022
0.0215*
0.2067
0.6026
0.7549

24.5
-7.5
-8.5
-13.5
-6.5
-1.5
4.5
-21.5
1.5
14.5
-6.5
-16.5
26.5
-19.5
4.5

0.0098*
0.4922
0.4316
0.1934
0.5566
0.9219
0.6253
0.0273*
0.9219
0.1602
0.5566
0.1055
0.0039*
0.0488*
0.6253

Panel F: Non-Event Period Using Non-Standardized Natural Log of One Plus CAR
P-value
ZTest
Wilcoxon Signed
Portfolio Number
P-value
Rank Test
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

*
**

0.93205
0.98310
0.95503
0.95375
0.96079
0.94058
0.9321
0.95651
0.97922
0.95626
0.91842
0.90358
0.98082
0.84524
0.97082

0.2622
0.9679
0.5556
0.5351
0.6517
0.3518
0.2626
0.5797
0.9337
0.5757
0.1607
0.0931 **
0.9494
0.0110*
0.8207

reject null hypothesis at 5% level.
reject null hypothesis at 10% level.
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-12
-3
3
0
-2
3
-9
-3
-2
-4
0
1
-2
-17
1

0.5619
0.8999
0.8999
1.0000
0.9399
0.8999
0.6685
0.8999
0.9399
0.8603
1.0000
0.9799
0.9399
0.4037
0.9799

4.2

Informational Content of Dividends
Before looking into the analysis of the individual 15 portfolios, it is of value to

evaluate the role of dividend signals as a priori. Previous studies by Elfakhani ( 1993 and
1995) find that the market's reaction in the American markets to dividend signals relies
less on the sign of the dividend change and depends more on the signaling role (confirm,
clarify, or stay unclear). Moreover, Elfakhani (1993 and 1995) finds that the reaction of
the American markets is also dependent on the favorableness (i.e., news direction) of the
corporate news (positive, negative, or net flat).

Evaluating the evidence based on

dividend signaling role and news direction for Canadian markets leads to some important
compansons.
This thesis postulates that dividend signals have information content about the
future performance of the firm.

Thus, the primary function of the dividend

announcement is to signal this information to the market.

But since dividend

announcements can be preceded by other informative events, in the case of this thesis the
analysts' earnings forecasts, the signal can achieve three possible alternative roles as
explained in Chapter three. A dividend signal can simply confirm the information that
has been already expressed in financial analysts' reports in which earnings forecasts were
upgraded, downgraded, or did not change. This is the case of a confirmatory signal.
Depending on both the content of analysts' forecast and sign of the dividend change, the
news direction can be good, bad, or net flat as described in Table 3.4.1. Should the
analysts' forecasts be unclear, especially if there has been a history of high prediction
errors, then the dividend signal is expected to clarify the information evaluated by the
public to be positive or negative. This is the case of a clarificatory signal. However, in
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some cases, the uncertainty is so high that even dividend signals would not be enough to
clear ambiguity. In this case, the dividend signal is unclear. The market reaction to an
unclear signal can be mixed with some investors' interpretations as optimistic, while
others pessimistic.

The net effect of these contradictory evaluation would be

summarized around the dividend announcement.
The cells in Table 3.4 and Table 3 .4.1 are compiled according to their dividend
signaling role (defined in Table 3 .4) and news direction (defined in Table 3 .4.1) to form
Table 4.5. Table 4.5 reports the results for each proposed dividend signaling role (to
confirm, clarify, or stay unclear) categorized by the corporate news direction (good, bad,
or net flat). Overall, the results support the clarificatory role of dividend signals as they
draw the strongest market reaction (the third and fourth rows in Table 4.5).

For

instance, the overall event CAR for the clarificatory-good news signal is significant at the
5 percent level, and the on-event CAR is positive but statistically insignificant (significant
only at the 15 percent level). The clarificatory-good news case for the overall period is
the only case of rejection of the null hypothesis one. The clarificatory-bad news signal
results in a negative market responses to all tested periods with the strongest reaction
during the on-event subperiod (but with a statistical significance of only 15 percent). For
a clarificatory signal the bad news case appears to be less valuable than the good news
case. This implies that the market may be discounting bad news early on, even before
the dividend announcement. As expected, confirmatory signals have lesser value than
clarificatory signals as they draw lesser (and insignificant) market reaction for both good
news and bad news cases (the first and second rows of Table 4.5). In other words, the
information being released through the confirmatory dividend announcement does not
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appear to be providing much information beyond, that which has been released in the
analyst's forecast announcement.

The unclear signals are by far the least valuable

represented by the most negative CARs. Therefore, the null hypothesis one is rejected
for clarificatory signals but not for confirmatory and unclear signals.

This evidence

supports the notion that dividend signals should be evaluated based upon their role.

Table 4.5.

Tests of Hypothesis One: Standardized CAR For Each Dividend
Role Categorized by News Direction with Students-T Statistics
The role of dividend signals can take three functions. First, dividend announcements can
confirm information released or understood from previously announced change (i.e.,
upgrade, downgrade, or no change) in analysts' earnings forecasts. Second, the dividend
signal can clarify ambiguity that characterizes previously released earnings forecasts. In
the third case, the dividend signal cannot by itself clarify the corporate news so it remains
unclear to what is the future performance of the firm. The signaling role is conditioned
by dividend changes (increase, decrease, or no change) and the level of information
uncertainty proxied by the prediction error (low or high) in historic earnings forecasts.
Thus, the news direction is reflected in the expected market reaction that can be good
(i.e., positive), bad (i.e., negative) or net flat (net positive or negative depending on the
dominant market view). The confirm- good news case includes portfolios 1, 3, 6 and 9.
The confirm- bad news contains portfolios 12, 14 and 15. The clarify- good news cell
combines portfolios 4, 7, 10, 13 and 16. The clarify- bad news case includes portfolios
8, 11, 17 and 18, while portfolios 2 and 5 combined represent the unclear - net flat news
case. The numbers in parentheses represent the calculated students-t statistic. The
number of dividend events is 917, and the sample period extends from April 1986 until
October 1995.
Dividend Role - News
Direction
Confirm - Good News

Pre-Event
-4 to -1)
0.299

(da~s

~0.149)

Confirm- Bad News

0.647
~0.323)

Clarify- Good News
Clarify- Bad News
Unclear - Net Flat News

1.685
(0.842)
1.715
(0.857)
-1.084
(-0.542)

*Significant at the 5% level.
**Significant at thelO% level.
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Event
0, 1)
0.963
(0.681)
-1.327
(-0.939)
6.693
(4.733)
-4.894
(-3.460)
-2.596
(-1.835)

(da~s

Post-Event
2 to 5)
-3.766

(da~s

~-1.883)

-3.226
~-1.513)

-1.206
(-0.603)
1.583
~0.792)

-1.914
(-0.957)

Overall
(da~s -4 to 5)
-2.504
~-0.792l

-3.907
~-1.235)

7.172
(2.268)*
-1.596
(-0.505)
-5.593
(-1.769)

Looking at news direction only (i.e., good news versus bad news cases), bad
news always draw negative CARs for both confirmatory and clarificatory signals during
the on-event and overall event. On the other hand, good news attracts positive market
reaction for clarificatory signals during the on-event and overall event subperiods. Yet,
the good news confirmatory role case records a positive CAR during the pre-event and
on-event subperiods followed by a negative correction in the post-event subperiod
resulting in a negative, but statistically insignificant, overall market response. This result
is a bit puzzling as good news should be followed by a positive reaction. One possible
interpretation is that despite the limited optimism displayed by the market before and
during the dividend announcement, the market would probably have preferred a
clarificatory signal instead of a confirmatory signal.

Therefore, it shows its

dissatisfaction overall. Not so surprisingly, unclear signals consistently draw negative
market response before, during and after the dividend announcement. It seems that the
market anticipates unclear signals (i.e., expects that the firm will not send any
clarificatory signal) and is unhappy about it as confirmed by the results during the onevent and post-event subperiods. Alternatively, there is more pessimism than optimism
surrounding unclear signals.
Thus, based on the above results, it appears that in the Canadian markets the
dividend announcement events are followed by market reactions that depend on the role
of the dividend signal and on the news direction. Among these signals, the strongest are
those that clarify prior information releases. This is consistent with the theory that is
discussed previously. The market also appears to assimilate the information released in
the clarificatory signals more efficiently (i.e., in a shorter period of time) than with the
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other two roles. For instance, the calculated students-t values in the post-event period
for the clarificatory signals are much lower than those for the confirmatory and unclear
signals.
In addition to the evidence on the reaction of the market to the dividend signaling
role and information news direction, Elfakhani (1993 and 1995) also reports that not all
dividend increases result in positive market reaction and not all dividend decreases
conclude in a negative market response. These tests are replicated here but tailored to
the methodology applied in this thesis. In addition, tests of the relevance of the changes
tn

analysts' earnings forecasts and the level of information uncertainty are also

conducted. All such results are displayed in Table 4.6.
Looking at Panel A of Table 4. 6, it appears that the market reacts negatively to
dividend decreases over the entire event period (significant at the 5 percent level). This
implies a rejection of the null hypothesis two for dividend decreases.

Although not

statistically significant, there are negative market responses across the three sub periods
with the on event exhibiting the strongest response of the three subperiods. This market
reaction is independent of both the analysts' forecasts and the level of market
information uncertainty.

Such a result would suggest that dividend decreases in the

Canadian marketplace are viewed independently of the role that they play in conjunction
with the release of prior information. There are some possible ties between this finding
and the general Canadian corporate landscape. Even though they are not a part of this
study, utilities and banks have for a long time been a very stable component of the
Canadian marketplace. Investors have, therefore, been accustomed to the stable and
increasing dividend payments that come from such investments. It is possible that the
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same expectations are being conveyed across rto other non-bank and non-utility
investments.

There could also be an explanation tied to the fact that the Canadian

economy is resource based. To this extent, investors are used to cyclical swings in
profitability. Therefore, no matter what the prior information release may be saying to
the market, a decrease in dividends is interpreted as the coming of the next downturn in
that economic sector. To this extent it may be worthy of future research to look at the
effects that cyclical indicators have on this type of dividend analysis.
Consistent with American evidence, Canadian markets respond positively to
dividend increases. This reaction is strongest on the overall the event period where the
CARs are significant at the five percent level. Thus, as reported with dividend decreases,
the null hypothesis two is rejected for dividend increases. The no change in dividends
case results in an insignificant but negative market response. This is not so surprising, as
no change in dividends only carries news regarding stability and continuity of the status
quo.
Another interesting observation is that Table 4.6 indicates that dividend decreases
generate a stronger market reaction than dividend increases.

Both are statistically

significant at a 5 percent level over the full study period; however, the reaction to
dividend decreases is much stronger (i.e., larger absolute students-t value). These results
are contrary to the United States based findings of Elfakhani (1993 and 1995). His
studies indicate that dividend increases are more powerful and provide more valuable
information to the market. The rationale behind the discrepancy could stem from the
previous argument regarding the nature of the Canadian marketplace.

The current

findings can also be rationalized through the fact that there is a reluctance to cut
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dividends on the part of management as previously discussed.

The existence of a

reluctance to cut dividends, assuming the marketplace is aware of this condition, would
result in stronger market reactions to such actions when undertaken.

Table 4.6.

Tests of Hypotheses Two, Three and Four: Standardized CAR for
the Sign of Dividend Change, the Sign of Forecasts Change, and the
Level of Information Uncertainty with their Students-T Statistics
CAR is the standardized abnormal returns categorized by the sign of dividend change
(increase, decrease, or no change), the sign of analysts' earnings forecasts change
(upgrade, downgrade, or no change), and the level of information uncertainty proxied by
the prediction error (low or high) in historic earnings forecasts. CARs are calculated for
the overall event period (days -4, ... , +5), and the pre-event (days -4, ... , -1 ), on-event
(days 0 and + 1) and post-event (days +2, ... , +5) subperiods. The numbers in
parentheses represent the calculated students-t statistic. The number of dividend events is
917, and the sample period extends from April1986 until October 1995.
Tested Variable

Pre-Event
-4 to -1)

(da~s

A. Sign of Dividend Change
Dividend Increase
Dividend Decrease
No Dividend Change
B. Sign of Forecasts Change
Upgrade in Analysts' Forecasts
Downgrade in Analysts' Forecasts
No Change in Analysts' Forecasts
C. Level of Information Uncertainl!
High Prediction Error

Low Prediction Error

Event
0, 1)

(da~s

Post-Event
2 to 5)

Overall
(da~s -4 to 5)

(da~s

-0.04
(-0.02)
-1.92
(-0.96)
-2.82
(-1.41)

5.36
(3.79)
-7.56
(-5.34)
-1.33
{-0.94)

2.09
(1.04)
-2.51
(-1.26)
1.63
(0.82)

7.41
(2.35)*
-11.98
(-3.79)*
-2.52
(-0.80)

-3.55
(-1.78)
-0.17
(-0.08)
-4.16
(-2.09)

0.90
(0.64)
-3.43
(-2.43)
3.15
(2.23)

-0.06
(-0.03)
1.94
(0.97)
-1.14
(-0.57)

-2.71
(-0.86)
-1.66
(-0.53)
-2.15
(-0.68)

-0.44
(-0.22)
-4.51
(-2.25)

-1.98
(-1.40)
-0.33
(-0.23)

1.22
(0.61)
0.92
(0.46)

-1.19
(-0.38)
-3.92
(-1.24)

*Significant at the 5% level.
**Significant at the10% level.
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Panel B of Table 4.6 reports CARs around~ dividend announcements categorized
by the change in earnings forecasts. In all cases the results indicate failure to reject the
null hypothesis three. In any event, the overall direction of the CARs is negative. One
possible explanation for the documented results could be that any market reaction to the
forecast change has already occurred before the event period utilized in this study.
Recall that the analysts' earnings forecasts occur between 5 and 31 days prior to the
dividend announcement date.

Alternatively, it could be evidence that the market is

evaluating the analysts' forecast changes in conjunction with dividend announcement in
the second stage of the signaling model.

Panel B does not directly show the

interrelationship between the two stages.
When CARs around dividend announcements are grouped by the level of
information uncertainty as in Panel C (i.e., high prediction error versus low prediction
error) there is a uniform failure to reject the null hypothesis four.

As with the

conclusions drawn from Panel B, the results here do not support an independent value
for information uncertainty levels. Thus once again, it seems that uncertainty is not
resolved in isolation of dividend changes.
Having tested for the signaling role, news direction, dividend change, change in
analysts' forecasts, and level of uncertainty each separately, we now tum to test the data
classified simultaneously by the sign of the dividend change, the sign of the earnings
forecast change and the level of information uncertainty.
hypothesis five.

This would be a test of

Table 4. 7 reports the standardized CAR and their t-statistics of the

overall event period for each of the fifteen portfolios. Tables 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 are
replicates of Table 4.7 with the results reported for each ofthree event subperiods (i.e.,
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pre-event, on-event, and post-event, respectively)., These tables should be interpreted in
light of the expected market reaction to dividend announcements as described in Table
3 .4.1.

Table 4.7.

Tests of Hypothesis Five: Standardized CAR over the Overall Event
Period with Students-T Statistics
A dividend change can be an increase, a decrease, or no change. Each cell reports the
standardized CAR for the dividend signal defined by its signaling role (to confirm, clarify,
or stay unclear) and by the news direction (good, bad, or net flat). The identity of both
signal role and news direction are decided by the change in analysts' forecasts (an
upgrade, a downgrade, or no change) and the level of information uncertainty proxied by
the level of prediction error (low or high). The numbers in brackets are t-values and the
numbers in superscript are the portfolio numbers. The number of dividend events is 917,
and the sample period extends from April1986 until October 1995.
Dividend Change
Positive
Negative
No Change

Positive
Negative
No Change

Positive
Negative
No Change

High Prediction Error
POSITIVE FORECAST CHANGE (potential good news)
-4.27 4
4.79 1
(-1.35)
(1.51)
-4.64 5
-1.75 2
(-1.47)
(-0.55)
-0.45 6
-2.89 3
(-0.91)
(-0.14)
NO FORECAST CHANGE (flat news)
2.37 7
(0.75)
n/a
n/a
n/a

Low Prediction Error

9

12

2.55
(0.81)
NEGATIVE FORECAST CHANGE (potential bad news)
16
4.50 13
10.85*
(3.43)
(1.42)
14
-11.03* 17
-2.39
(-3.49)
(-0.75)
15
-4.56
2.06 18
(0.65)
(-1.44)
-8.19*
(-2.59)

Notes: Critical students-t values are 2.262 (5%) and 1.833 (10%).
*Significant at the 5% level.
**Significant at the 10% level.
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Table 4.7 shows only three cases of rejection of hypothesis five. They pertain to
portfolios 9, 16, and 17. Unlike the theorized little market reaction, the case of no
dividend change associated with low uncertainty (i.e., low prediction error) and no
change in earnings forecasts (i.e., portfolio 9) results in a statistically significant negative
CAR (significant at the 5 percent level). This particular finding implies that the market
does not appreciate a static dividend policy when earnings forecasts are stable (i.e.,
neither optimistic nor pessimistic) especially in times of low uncertainty. The two other
significant cases are a dividend increase (i.e., portfolio 16) and a dividend decrease (i.e.,
portfolio 17) and both prevail in an environment of high uncertainty (i.e., high prediction
error) and a downgrade in earnings forecasts. Preceded by a downgrade in earnings
forecasts, a dividend increase succeeds in turning market pessimism into optimism as
expressed by a positive and a statistically significant CAR (at 5 percent). The same
happens even in the case of low uncertainty (i.e., portfolio 13). The dividend decrease
case (i.e., portfolio 17) shows a negative CAR that is also significant at the 5 percent
level, implying that a downgrade in earnings forecasts is not enough to clear uncertainty
when the uncertainty level is high. Under this circumstance, a dividend decrease clarifies
the situation by ensuring the bad news. By comparison, a dividend decrease preceded by
a similar downgrade in forecasts but in a market with low uncertainty (i.e., portfolio 14)
only confirms the negative news, thus the insignificant CAR in this case. This is an
important finding and is consistent with our hypotheses since dividend events in both
portfolios 16 and 17 are categorized as clarificatory signals, which are supposed to draw
the strongest market reaction of the three possible signaling roles.
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The results ofthe remaining portfolios in Table 4.7 are mixed. In portfolio 4 (the
case of a signal confirming good news), the market reacts negatively to dividend
increases that are preceded by an upgrade in earnings forecasts but where earnings
forecasts erred significantly in the past (i.e., case of high prediction error). Obviously,
dividend increases do not sway the market mood that is preoccupied by the high level of
information uncertainty.

Portfolios 3, 6, 12 and 18 represent cases of no dividend

change. The postulation here is that the no dividend change case should draw little
market reaction (positive or negative) or no market reaction at all.

In the case of

portfolios 3 and 6little but net positive market reaction is expected. Alternatively, in the
case of portfolios 12 and 18, there is expected to be little but net negative market
reaction. Table 4.7 indicates that portfolios 3, 6, 12 and 18 generated CARs opposite to
the anticipated direction but none was statistically significant. In fact, the students-t
values for these four portfolios are among the lowest of the 15 reported students-t values
in Table 4.7.
In general, looking at Table 4.7, dividend decreases result in negative CARs. In
contrast to the dividend decreases, there is a case of a dividend increase eliciting a
negative market response (portfolio 4). Thus, based upon the results in Table 4.7, it
does appear that· the market's response to dividend signals is not completely dependent
upon the sign of the dividend change, but in conjunction with the direction of earnings
forecasts and the level of information uncertainty prevailing in the market. We must
recall, however, that the conclusions observed in Table 4.7 are based on the overall event
period, days -4 through +5. Individual portfolio CARs for each event subperiod are
reported in Tables 4.8 through 4.10 for the pre-event, on-event, and post-event
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subperiods, respectively. The results are generalcy similar to those just discussed with
few differences.

Table 4.8.

Tests of Hypothesis Five: Standardized CAR over the Pre-Event
Period with Students-T Statistics
A dividend change can be an increase, a decrease, or no change. Each cell reports the
standardized CAR for the dividend signal defined by its signaling role (to confirm, clarify,
or stay unclear) and by the news direction (good, bad, or net flat). The identity of both
signal role and news direction are decided by the change in analysts' forecasts (an
upgrade, a downgrade, or no change) and the level of information uncertainty proxied by
the level of prediction error (low or high). The numbers in brackets are t-values and the
numbers in superscript are the portfolio numbers. The number of dividend events is 917,
and the sample period extends from Aprill986 until October 1995.
Dividend Change

High Prediction Error
Low Prediction Error
POSITIVE FORECAST CHANGE (potential good news)

Positive

-3.68
1.76
(-1.84)
(0.88)
2
-2.14
-0.15
(-1.07)
(-0.07)
3
-0.94
-4.96**
(-0.47)
(-2.48)
NO FORECAST CHANGE (flat news)

Negative
No Change

Positive
Negative
No Change

Positive
Negative
No Change

1

-1.08
(-0.54)
n/a

4

5

6

7

n/a
n/a
9

12

-2.23
-4.32
(-1.12)
(-2.16)
NEGATIVE FORECAST CHANGE (potential bad news)
-0.38
(-0.19)
1.82
(0.91)
-3.62
(-1.81)

13

14

15

Notes: Critical students-t values are 3.182 (5%) and 2.353 (10%).
*Significant at the 5% level.
**Significant at the I 0% level.
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16

3.10
(1.55)
17
-2.57
(-1.28)
18
2.48
(1.24)

Table 4.9.

Tests of Hypothesis Five: Standardized CAR over the On-Event
Period with Students-T Statistics

A dividend change can be an increase, a decrease, or no change. Each cell reports the
standardized CAR for the dividend signal defined by its signaling role (to confirm, clarify,
or stay unclear) and by the news direction (good, bad, or net flat). The identity of both
signal role and news direction are decided by the change in analysts' forecasts (an
upgrade, a downgrade, or no change) and the level of information uncertainty proxied by
the level of prediction error (low or high). The numbers in brackets are t-values and the
numbers in superscript are the portfolio numbers. The number of dividend events is 917,
and the sample period extends from April 1986 until October 1995.
Dividend Change

High Prediction Error
Low Prediction Error
POSITIVE FORECAST CHANGE (potential good news)

Positive

3.28
1.15
(2.32)
(0.82)
5
2
-2.25
-0.53
(-1.59)
(-0.37)
6
3
0.73
0.45
(0.51)
(0.32)
NO FORECAST CHANGE (flat news)

Negative
No Change

Positive
Negative
No Change

Positive
Negative
No Change

4

I

3.50
(2.48)
nla

7

nla
nla
12

9
2.84
-0.20
(2.01)
(-0.14)
NEGATIVE FORECAST CHANGE (potential bad news)
16
13
3.58
1.55
(2.53)
(1.10)
14

-3.25
(-2.29)
15
-1.54
(-1.09)

Notes: Critical students-t values are 12.706 (5%) and 6.314 (10%).
*Significant at the 5% level.
**Significant at the10% level.
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17

-6.43
(-4.54)
18
-3.33
(-2.36)

Table 4.10.

Tests of Hypothesis Five: Standardized CAR over the Post-Event
Period with Students-T Statistics
A dividend change can be an increase, a decrease, or no change. Each cell reports the
standardized CAR for the dividend signal defined by its signaling role (to confirm, clarify,
or stay unclear) and by the news direction (good, bad, or net flat). The identity of both
signal role and news direction are decided by the change in analysts' forecasts (an
upgrade, a downgrade, or no change) and the level of information uncertainty proxied by
the level of prediction error (low or high). The numbers in brackets are t-values and the
numbers in superscript are the portfolio numbers. The number of dividend events is 917,
and the sample period extends from April 1986 until October 1995.
Dividend Change
Positive
Negative
No Change

Positive
Negative
No Change

Positive
Negative
No Change

High Prediction Error
Low Prediction Error
POSITIVE FORECAST CHANGE (potential good news)
4

I
-3.87
1.87
(-1.94)
(0.94)
5
2
-0.25
-1.08
(-0.13)
(-0.54)
6
3
-0.25
1.62
(-0.12)
(0.81)
NO FORECAST CHANGE (flat news)

7

-0.05
(-0.03)
n/a

n/a
n/a
12

9
1.94
-3.67
(0.97)
(-1.84)
NEGATIVE FORECAST CHANGE (potential bad news)

13

3.33
(1.67)
14
-0.96
(-0.48)
15
0.61
(0.30)

16

4.17
(2.09)
17
-2.04
(-1.02)
18
2.92
(1.46)

Notes: Critical students-t values are 3.182 (5%) and 2.353 (10%).
*Significant at the 5% level.
**Significant at the 10% level.

It is interesting to note that, although mostly statistically insignificant, Table 4.8

indicates that there are a large number of negative market responses in the pre-event
period (11 of the 15 portfolios that contain data). This implies that the market does not
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react in advance in anticipation of the coming dividend event. This is the case regardless
of the level of information uncertainty in the market or the sign of analysts' forecast
change. Interestingly, the no change in dividend case draws negative CAR resulting in
the rejection of the null hypothesis five for portfolio 3 (which is in the low uncertainty
group). When the market is relatively certain about the future of the firm and there has
been a flat earnings forecast (i.e., no change), the market appears to be significantly
apprehensive about the coming dividend event.
The evidence regarding CARs performance during the on-event subperiod is
generally consistent with the case of the overall event. Table 4.9, however, shows a
uniform failure to reject the null hypothesis five.

The strongest (largest negative

students-t statistic) is the case of portfolio 17. Events in portfolio 17 are surrounded by
a reduction in earnings forecasts and a high level of uncertainty followed by a dividend
reduction.

The negative CAR implies that a dividend decrease signal clarifies the

prevailing bad news.

By comparison, a dividend decrease preceded by a similar

downgrade in forecasts but in a market with low uncertainty (i.e., portfolio 14) only
confirms the negative news, thus a much lower students-t value is found.
The remaining portfolios in Table 4.9 display CARs with signs that are consistent
with the hypothesized signs except portfolio 9 and 12 that are no dividend change events.
As hypothesized, both dividend increases and decreases result in CARs with the
anticipated sign (positive CARs and negative CARs, respectively).

Of additional

importance, the results show that the magnitude of individual portfolios CARs is higher
within the high prediction error group (where uncertainty is maximum) than within the
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low prediction error group (where uncertainty is minimum), implying that dividend
signals are more helpful when uncertainty is greater.
Looking at the results of the post event period in Table 4.10, there is again a
uniform rejection of the null hypothesis five. In addition, the reactions that do exist are,
generally, weaker than those on the on-event period. This is consistent with the efficient
market theory that dictates that any information released to the market is assimilated into
securities prices very quickly. This appears to be occurring in this study sample. Even
though the event period abnormal returns are not themselves significant, the released
information is factored into the valuation of the firm within a day of the information
release.
Unlike the results reported by Morgan (1980) and Booth and Johnson (1984), the
MARA analysis for the overall event indicates that dividend announcements in Canada
appear to have some incremental explanatory power in a signaling role. While there is
little statistically significant support for the confirmatory and unclear signals, the
evidence regarding clarificatory signals does present valuable conclusions. Also, CARs
during the on-event subperiod (and the overall event, to a lesser extent) are consistent
with the hypotheses proposed in this study.

Furthermore, dividend increases and

decreases taken separately do generate significant market responses that are consistent
with their sign, implying positive news and negative news, respectively. When viewed in
light of the prior analysts' forecast and the state of the market uncertainty, the reaction
to dividend events appears to be connected to the news direction and to the role of
dividend signals. Moreover, the results indicate that general dividend decreases are more
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revealing than increases.

18

This last result is contrary to some recent United States based

studies but do follow what one would expect given the nature of the Canadian economy
as explained earlier.

4.3

Tests of the Reliability of Dividend Signals
Having tested for the effect of dividend signals around dividend announcement

dates, the thesis now turns to tests of the reliability of dividend signals. Such tests are
concerned with whether or not dividend signals are able to successfully signal future
earnings performance. Table 4.11 presents the results of the test of signaling reliability
that is based solely upon the sign of the announced dividend change (i.e., increase,
decrease, or no change). The Wilcoxon z-statistic is a non-parametric test that is used to
test whether

y it ,

the measure of earnings surprise, is statistically significant. This is a

tertiary examination that follows the conventional thought that an increase in dividends is
a signal of an increase in earnings and a decrease in dividends is a signal of a decrease in
earnings. Further, if no changes in dividends are assumed to carry signals of stability and
continuity, then they should then be considered as a signal of no change in future
earnings. It is important to note here that there are ample observations in the samples
examined in Table 4.11 although the number of observations in the reliability testing does
not match the number of observations in the MARA tests. The reliability database is
actually a subset of the MARA sample, as the former requires that each observation
contain an actual earnings observation. Only 669 observations (versus 917 observations
utilized in the previous tests) had such data.

18

Although not statistically significant.
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Table 4.11.

Tests of Hypothesis Six: Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test of the
Reliability of Dividend Change Signals

A dividend change can be an increase, a decrease, or no change. The cells in the table
report the number of observations within the corresponding range of
it •
Also

r

presented is the percentage of the increase/decrease/no change population that the
frequency represents. The number of dividend events tested is 669, and the sample
period extends from April 1986 until October 1995.
Range of Percent
Dividend Increases
Dividend Reductions
No Change
Earnings Forecast
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
Error ( u)

r

4
7.0
1.00 +
.90- .99
.80- .89
.70- .79
2
3.5
1
.60- .69
1.8
3
.50- .59
5.3
4
.40- .49
7.0
2
.30- .39
3.5
.20- .29
2
3.5
.10-.19
7
12.3
0 -.09
7
12.3
12
-(.01- .09)
21.1
-(.10- .19)
2
3.5
3
-(.20- .29)
5.3
3
5.3
-(.30 - .39)
2
3.5
-(.40 - .49)
-(.50- .59)
-(.60- .69)
-(.70- .79)
-(.80- .89)
-(.90- .99)
1
1.8
-(1.00 -)
2
3.5
57
Total
100.2
Mean
0.154
Standard Deviation
0. 769
Wilcoxon z-statistic
214.5**
0.088
P-value
* Reject null hypothesis at 5% level.
** Reject null hypothesis at 10% level.

1

3.0

30
6

2
2

1

3.0

2

11
9

I
1
2

3.0
3.0
6.1

1
6

3.0

4

18.2
100.0

47
579
-0.053
6.042
-24758*
O.OOOI

2

4
5
1
2

3

33
-0.831
2.232
-138.5*
0.01I
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3.0
6.1
6.1
I2.I
15.2
3.0

15
24
41
85
8I
58
57
31
19
24
7
11
13

I
2

6.1

9.1

5.2
1.0
0.3
0.3
0.3
1.9
1.6
2.6
4.1
7.1
14.7
14.0
10.0
9.8
5.4

3.3
4.1
1.2
1.9

2.2
0.7
8.1
100.0

The analysis at this level appears to back up the conventional wisdom that
dividend signals are followed by earnings performance in the magnitude and direction as
anticipated (i.e., increase in earnings for dividend increases and decrease in earnings for
dividend decreases). The null hypothesis six is rejected at the 10 percent level in all three
cases (increase, decrease and no change). When it comes to dividend decreases, the null
hypothesis six also is rejected at the 5 percent significance level (compared to the 10
percent significance for dividend increases). From this result, one can infer that dividend
decreases are a more reliable signal than increases. This is consistent with the MARA
results that also find that dividend decrease signals are more valuable than dividend
increase signals.

One possible explanation for the relative superiority of dividend

decrease signals in the Canadian markets is the availability of so many means for
management to promote good news about the firm, while management may restrict bad
news as much as it can. So once the bad news is out, the market reaction is strong and
the earnings surprise high. Interestingly, no change in dividends are also followed by
negative changes in future earnings sufficient to reject the null hypothesis six at the five
percent level. This particular finding implies that, in spite of the notion of stability and
continuity, a no change in dividends cannot preclude the bad news to come in the future.
In addition to the investigation into the dividend increases and decreases as
carried out by Manakyan and Carroll (1990), this study looks into the reliability of
dividend signals pursuant to each of the 15 populated portfolios identified in Table 3.4.1.
Table 4.12 illustrates the findings of the Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests on this basis. When
analyzing these results the previous comments on the volume of observations in the
individual portfolios must be taken into account.
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Table 4.12.

Tests of Hypothesis Seven: Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test of the
Reliability of Dividend Change Signals for Each of the Fifteen
Portfolios
Each cell reports the Wilcoxon z-statistic for the dividend signal defined by its signaling
role (to confirm, clarify, or stay unclear) and by the news direction (good, bad, or net
flat). The identity of both signal role and news direction are decided by the change in
analysts' forecasts (an upgrade, a downgrade, or no change) and the level of information
uncertainty proxied by the level of prediction error (low or high). The numbers in
parentheses represent the p-values of the Wilcoxon z-statistic. The number of dividend
events examined is 669, and the sample period extends from April 1986 until October
1995.
Dividend Payment
Positive
Negative
No Change

Positive
Negative
No Change

High Prediction Error
Low Prediction Error
POSITIVE FORECAST CHANGE {potential good news)
4

1

44.5*
(0.035)
-1 2
(0.938)
-318.5
(0.446)

13
(0.648)
2 5

(0.898)
-705.5**
(0.052)

3

6

NO FORECAST CHANGE (flat news)
4 7
n/a
(0.250)
n/a

n/a

9.5
(0.677)

9

-3.5
(0.836)

12

NEGATIVE FORECAST CHANGE (potential bad news)
Positive
Negative
No Change

*
**

16

l3

-7.5
(0.426)
14
-6.5
(0.219)
-3138.5*
(0.000)

15

5
(0.469)
-22.5*
(0.004)
-1629.5*
(0.001)

17

18

Reject null hypothesis at 5% level.
Reject null hypothesis at 10% level.

With few exceptions, the signaling reliability results are consistent with the
expectations set forward in Chapter three.

More specifically, although many of the

portfolios indicate that there is a failure to reject the null hypothesis seven, the direction
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of future earnings is in the anticipated direction. The exceptions to this conclusion are
portfolio 3, 6 and 13. Portfolio 6, which is a case of an upgrade in earnings forecasts
followed by a no change in dividends, is supposed to confirm a potentially good news
event to an under-informed market.

The expectation here would be for a positive

earnings surprise. However, the results for portfolio 6 indicate that the statistically
significant earnings surprise is negative.

From this it appears that the firm's static

dividend policy actually has negative connotations. The results for both portfolio 3 and
13 are not statistically significant and contain relatively high calculated p-values.
The unclear signaling role represents two cases (i.e., portfolios 2 and 5) where
there is failure to reject the null hypothesis seven. This is consistent with expectations
for the unclear role. Unclear signals release little information, if any, to the market so no
earnings surprise would likely follow. In fact, of the ten portfolios for which there is a
failure to reject the null hypothesis seven, the unclear role holds some of the largest pvalues.
In brief, using a Canadian sample, the sign of the change in earnings that is
reported after dividend announcement is consistent with the direction and magnitude of
the dividend signal.

This is also consistent with past studies that were based on

American data (e.g., Manakyan and Carroll, 1990; Aharony and Dotan, 1994; and
Carroll, 1995) who find that dividend changes are predictive of near term earnings
performance.
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CHAPTER FIVE - CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
The relevance of corporate dividends is an issue that has puzzled researchers for
many years. Studies have been performed on many aspects of dividends for almost four
decades. For instance, research has been conducted and many hypotheses have been
advanced to determine why dividends exist, what effects dividends have on share prices,
how dividends are affected by taxes, and the link that dividends have to the future
performance of the firm. One hypothesis in specific that has garnered many published
studies is dividend signaling.

This signaling hypothesis proposes that in a world of

information asymmetry management and the market (including the majority of
shareholders) do not have access to the same information regarding the future prospects
of the firm. Management employs many ways in which it can reduce this information
asymmetry. Dividend signaling theory contends that committing to a dividend payment
(be it an increase, decrease or no change) is among the most effective means of
conveying private information to the market. There are incentives for managers to reduce
this asymmetry especially if they believe that future prospects are brighter than the
market realizes. One possible outcome of a positive signal is a higher share price and a
better performance evaluation for managers. Rising share price can also benefit the firm
when it attempts to access equity funds for capital projects.
In recent literature, dividend signaling theory has been developed further. It is
proposed that the information content is linked to information released in a wide variety
of previous events not simply the dividend announcement. In this sense, dividends are
evaluated as a part of a two-stage signaling process aimed at signaling the firm's future
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prospects to the market as opposed to acting alone. In particular, this thesis focuses on
the link between dividend announcements preceded by analysts' forecasts in Canadian
markets.
Most prior dividend literature focuses on American stock markets with very little
work done using Canadian data. Being a resource based economy with a large group of
diverse firms (as shown in Table 4.3), the Canadian marketplace is a very good candidate
for testing the proposed two-stage signaling scenario. In addition, the investment tax
situation throughout recent history has differed between Canada and the United States.
More, Canadian stock markets are dominated by small firms and suffer from thin trading.
These factors motivate a study of dividend signal in a Canadian setting.
This study deals with the informational content of quarterly dividend
announcements across a sample of 84 individual firms that have available earnings
forecasts. The final sample includes 91 7 dividend announcement events spanning a ten
year period (1986 - 1995). Each dividend event is categorized as a dollar increase,
decrease or no change from the previously announced dividend. The study is designed to
analyze the reaction of the market to these dividend change events controlled for two
variables.

The first control variable is the previously released analysts' earnings

forecasts. A forecast can be an upgrade, a downgrade, or no change when compared last
recorded forecast.

The second control variable is the historical level of uncertainty

regarding the future of the firm. Uncertainty can be either high or low and is proxied by
the level of prediction error of historical earnings forecasts. This categorization results in
the data being sub-divided into 18 separate portfolios. The postulation is that the market
reacts to dividend announcement as if it plays one of three proposed roles; clarificatory,
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confirmatory and unclear.

In this context, dividend signals are expected to confirm

earlier news or clarify its ambiguity. Alternatively, a dividend announcement may be
unclear and, therefore, unable to deliver new information and will leave the market in a
confused state. For confirmatory and clarificatory dividend signaling roles, the market is
expected to perceive the dividend signal as a carrier of good (bad) news, thus causing a
positive (negative) market response. An unclear signal, which by definition reflects a
failure to deliver clear, new information, is expected to leave the market puzzled with
some investors reacting positively, other investors reacting negatively, and the remaining
market waiting for a more clear signal. The net effect of these opposing expectations is
expected to be flat.
Another dimension to this study is the investigation of the ability of dividend
signals to predict changes in annual earnings during the year in which the analyzed
dividend announcement falls. There has been much work on the ties between dividends
and earnings in the American markets. This has provided a starting point for a similar
work in Canada given the Canadian market factors mentioned earlier.
The first goal of this study is to investigate the role of dividend signals building
on a procedure designed by Elfakhani (1993 and 1995). Elfakhani's methodology was
integrated with that ofBest and Zang (1993) which measures the information content of
signaling with bank loans. In the adapted methodology, the reaction of the market to the
dividend announcement, given the previously discussed cross-sectionalization of the
database, is calculated and analyzed. 19

19

Recall that of the eighteen theorized portfolios, only fifteen have observations. The remaining three
were empty.
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The generated results are quite interesting. Given the sample of Canadian stocks,
it appears that Canadian firms are reluctant to change their dividend payout. This is
evident as only thirteen percent of the sampled events consist of dividend changes (i.e.,
increases or decreases). There is recent research that provides an American insight into
this reluctance to cut. In his sample of 581 American dividend change events, Firth
( 1996) indicates that 484 are dividend increases while only 97 are dividend decreases.
His sample period runs from 1980 through 1991. Therefore, there is conformity on this
issue between Canadian and American sources.
In contrast to the reluctance to cut dividends, financial analysts release changes in
their forecasts (i.e., upgrades or downgrades) much more frequently (95 percent of the
time). Changes in earnings forecasts not followed by changes in dividend payouts in the
same direction may imply that dividend announcements do not signal any change in the
future earnings of the firm. The results show that this is not the case in that the views of
managers regarding future prospects do not necessarily agree with those of financial
analysts. On another front, the results show that the level of market uncertainty before
dividend announcements is high (proxied by high prediction error) in about fifty percent
of dividend events. One implication is that in such circumstances, signals can be helpful
in reducing this uncertainty.
The results of the tests performed in this thesis led to the following broad
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conclusions. Analysts' earrungs forecasts by themselves or the level of information
certainty by itself contributes little to market understanding of the future prospects of the
firm.

This is shown at least when observing CARs around dividend announcements

partitioned by the sign of forecasts changes (i.e., upgrade, downgrade or no change) or
level of uncertainty (i.e., low or high).

In fact, the results support the notion that

earnings forecasts and information uncertainty should be evaluated in conjunction with
the sign of dividend changes and their signaling roles.
When the dividend is analyzed in the context of its signaling role, clarificatory
signals are found to be associated with the strongest market reaction around the dividend
announcements. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis advanced in this thesis.
Further, unclear signals draw the least (most negative) market response as hypothesized.
Also as expected, confirmatory signals fall in between clarificatory and unclear signals.
In general, the reported findings support the conjecture that dividend signals should be
viewed in terms of their explanation role and it appears that the Canadian market does
value the dividend based upon its proposed role.
The power of the dividend signaling theory is also confirmed when the dividend
announcement is viewed
announcement.

independently from

the

analysts'

earnings forecast

In this case, dividend increases and decreases do elicit statistically

significant market responses. The event study tests also indicate that dividend decreases
are more informative (i.e., provide a stronger absolute market response) than dividend
increases. It seems that in Canada, although the market may suspect the bad news about
the future of the firm, the dividend decrease announcement confirms its worst fears. In
all cases, the independently examined dividend announcement results support the notion
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that, in Canadian markets, investors do perceive dividend increases as good news,
dividend decreases as bad news, and no dividend changes as discouraging news
(although the no dividend change case was not statistically significant).
When dividend events are divided into the eighteen portfolios, CAR results
support the joint effect of dividend signals as conditioned by the sign of dividend
changes, the sign of changes in earnings forecasts, and the level of prediction error.
While not many of the reported CARs are statistically significant, they generally have the
hypothesized signs (with few exceptions). In other words, good (bad) news signals
attract positive (negative) market reaction, and clarificatory signals draw stronger
attention than confirmatory and unclear signals. More, consistent with recent studies by
Elfakhani (1993 and 1995), dividend increases do not always elicit positive reaction.
This is evident from the results of the confirmatory-good news case where, although
statistically insignificant, there is a negative market reaction to a good news event. On
the other hand, portfolios with dividend decreases often result in the market devaluing
the stock.

Moreover, it appears that the magnitude of CARs appears larger when

uncertainty is high (i.e., in the case of high prediction error versus low prediction error).
This particular finding is interesting as it signifies the role of dividends in providing
information that is useful to the market when re-evaluating its assessment of the stock,
thus reducing uncertainty surrounding its future.
The second goal of the study is to determine the relationship between dividend
signals and subsequent earnings. The tests here involve the comparison of the earnings
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surprise metric to the level of earnings that is implied in the dividend signal. 20 The results
indicate that, although the value of signaling is not always statistically significant, future
earnings performance is consistent with the direction of the dividend signal (i.e., whether
it implies good news or bad news). These results are consistent with recent studies by
Manak.1'an and Carroll (1990), Aharony and Dotan (1994) and Carroll (1995) on the
same subject. Furthermore, the results confirm that dividend decreases are more reliable
predictors of future earnings than are dividend increases.
The results of this study are unique in that they have been drawn from a
methodology that has never before been tested. This study represents the first known
instance of a Canadian signaling study that focuses on the dividend announcement date.
It also utilizes a unique two stage signaling framework that portrays analyst earnings
forecasts and dividend announcements as working in tandem.

5.1

Study Limitations and Implications for Future Research
The tests contained within this paper generate conclusions that give rise to areas

worthy of further research.

There appears to be very little statistically supportive

evidence of significant market reactions to signals that confirm previously released
information. One possible explanation is that, in the confirmatory case, dividend signals
are redundant or that there are other factors at work in the Canadian marketplace that
are not captured in the analysis. This observation is worthy of further investigation.

20

These tests are independent from the results of the MARA analysis as the reliability tests are
concerned with the reliability of the dividend signal.
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There is also the issue of the differing demographics between the American and
Canadian economies. The American market is largely made up of industrial firms where
the Canadian economy is based on resource firms. Using this fact as a basis for future
research, one could substitute the analysts' earnings estimates with such resource based
indicators as commodity price changes or supply and demand data. This would provide
a different view into the signaling process that is tailored more specifically towards the
Canadian economic structure. In addition, the specifics of the tax code in Canada may
have influenced dividend policies during the 1986-1995 period. This issue is also worth
pursuing.

The continued divergence of the Canadian and American markets also

represents opportunities to replicate the methodologies of this study using American
data.
One limiting resource in completing further Canadian based research, however, is
data. As the sample in this study illustrates, a lack of data can lead to some testing
difficulties. This was evident in the small sample size in many of the examined portfolios
and in the reliability tests where the lack of longer term earnings forecasts limited the test
structure. The limited amount of data is mainly due to the number of firms on which
earnings forecasts are available on the 1/B/E/S International database. This is the only
source for such data known to the author. Without this data (though limited}, it would
not have been possible to test the hypothesized link between dividend changes, forecast
changes, and the level of uncertainty in the market. Unfortunately there was no access to
analyst forecasts that were made in Canada but not reported on the 1/B/E/S International
database. Therefore, one must be cautious before generalizing the results of this study.
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To counter the above limitations, future research in this area must identify other
sources of data. Nevertheless, when looking only at the sample size, the sample is not
too restricted when it is compared to some American studies. This study covers a time
frame of almost 10 years and, following the necessary filters, 917 observations remained
for examination. By contrast, Elfakhani {1993) also utilizes a sample period of close to
10 years but the number of observations remaining for his study was 3, 791. Given the
proportional difference in the number of firms in the U.S. compared to Canada, the
sample seems reasonable.
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Appendix A. Non-Event Period Standardized CAR for Each of the Fifteen
Portfolios
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Appendix B. Event Period Standardized CAR forr Each of Fifteen Portfolios
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Appendix C. List of Sampled Companies
Algoma Central Corporation
Alberta Natural Gas Co. Ltd.
Black:Dome Mining Corp.
Cameo Inc.
Cameco Corporation
Canada Malting Co. Ltd.
Canadian Manoir Industries Ltd.
Canadian Occidental Petroleum Ltd.
Canadian Pacific Ltd.
Campbell Red Lake Mines Ltd.
Celanese Canada Inc.
Central Capital Corporation
Central Guaranty Trustco
C-I-L Inc.
Consumers Packaging Inc.
Conwest Exploration Co. Ltd.
CoSteel Inc.
Crain Inc.
Crown Life Insurance Co.
Derlan Industries Ltd.
EmcoLtd.
Etac Sales Ltd.
Federal Pioneer Ltd.
Pinning International Inc.
Focus National Marketing
Forsyth John Inc.·
GCGinc.
Gibraltar Mines Ltd.
Greyhound Lines of Canada Ltd.
Gulf Canada Corp.
Gulf Canada Resources Ltd.
Great-West Lifeco
Hawker Siddeley Canada Inc.
Hayes-Dana Inc.
Hees International Corp.
Hollinger Inc.
Imperial Oil Ltd.
Indal Ltd.
Investors Group Inc.
Ipsco Inc.
Keg Restaurants Ltd.
Kerr Addison Mines Ltd.

Lake Ontario Cement Ltd.
Linmar Corporation
Loblaw Companies Ltd.
MacMillan Bloedel Ltd.
MICC Investments Ltd.
Nabisco Brands Ltd.
National Sea Products Ltd.
Noranda Forest Inc.
Noranda Inc.
Noreen Energy Resources Ltd.
Onex Corporation
Onex Packaging
Pancanadian Petroleum Ltd.
Petro Canada
Placer Dome Inc.
Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan
Power Corporation of Canada
Power Financial Corp.
Primex Forest Products Ltd.
Rolland Inc.
Royal Lepage Ltd.
Repap Enterprises Inc.
Samuel Manu-Tech Inc.
Scott Paper Ltd.
Sears Canada Inc.
Sica Incorporated
Sigma Mines (Quebec) Ltd.
Silcorp Limited
Simcoe Erie Investors Ltd.
Slocan Forest Products Ltd.
Spar Aerospace Ltd.
SR Telecom Inc.
Suncor Energy Inc.
Texaco Canada Inc.
Toromont Industries Ltd.
Tridel Enterprises Inc.
Union Carbide Canada Ltd.
Vulcan Packaging Inc.
Weldwood of Canada Ltd.
West Fraser Timber Company Ltd.
Weston Ltd. George
Winpak Limited
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